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ABSTRACT

The forensic examination of wounds is one of the key elements of analysis performed by
forensic anthropologists and forensic pathologists. Gross examination and histological analysis
can be used to determine the timing of the wound and its cause. While forensic pathologists are
trained to analyze hard and soft tissue wounds, forensic anthropologists, bioarchaeologists, and
paleopathologists, focus on hard tissue. Forensic anthropologists have the added benefit of
potentially working with residual soft tissue and would benefit from the incorporation of
microscopy techniques that take advantage of the soft tissue to better understand perimortem
events. Little research has been published that examines if any healing processes, the defining
characteristic of an antemortem wound that do not progress beyond the time of death, are
preserved within the tissues beyond death and how long they may be visible.
The objectives of this study were to examine if the use of multiple stains will allow
earlier visualization of healing processes in skeletal fractures than gross examination and to
observe the length of time microscopic healing structures remain visible after death. A total of
224 slides from 19 specimens representing both fractured and un-fractured bones for control
samples were taken from nine autopsied individuals at the Hillsborough County Medical
Examiner’s Office and analyzed using four stains: Hemotoxylin and eosin (H&E), trichrome,
Prussian blue, and elastin stain. Slides were analyzed using a set of 14 scored variables and
evaluated with nonparametric statistical tests and cluster analyses. H&E, trichrome, and elastin
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stains were useful in examining wound age and survival time categories were significantly
different for presence of elastin and presence of hemorrhage. H&E and trichrome stains proved
useful for observing residual healing structures after death and time cohorts after time of autopsy
were significantly different for 11 variables. Results from this study support further testing with
larger sample sizes, including samples with a wider range of survival time, to better predict
survival times of fractures and time since death.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

The forensic examination of wounds is one of the key elements of analysis performed by
forensic anthropologists and forensic pathologists for multiple purposes including the
determination of the timing of the wound and its cause. While forensic pathologists are trained
to analyze both hard and soft tissue wounds, forensic anthropologists focus primarily on wounds
of the hard tissues. Both pathologists and anthropologists use gross examination and histological
analysis for timing wounds in both hard and soft tissues. In anthropology, wounds are typically
classified as antemortem (before death), perimortem (at the time of death), and postmortem (after
death). The defining characteristics of an antemortem wound are the progression of healing
processes. These can be visualized through gross or histological examination, although histology
often allows detection of younger wounds, i.e. those with less healing time, on ‘wet’ or ‘fresh’
bone (Cattaneo et al. 2010; Feik et al. 1997; Grellner and Madea 2007; Hernandez-Cueto et al.
2000; Kimmerle and Baraybar 2008; Oehmichen 2004; Ohshima 2000; Sauer 1998; Shipman
1981; White et al. 2012; Wieberg and Wescott 2008).
There is a need to test whether structures associated with healing can survive taphonomic
and decompositional processes. A recent small scale study gave promising results after a weeklong maceration process of fractured skeletal samples (Cattaneo et al. 2010). In recent years, the
timing of soft tissue injuries, especially skin wounds, has been rigorously documented in the
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literature and specific time frames of healing reactions have been established (Betz 1995; Betz
and Eisenmenger 1996; Betz et al. 1992a, 1992b, 1995; Cecchi 2010; Dettmeyer 2011; Fechner
et al. 1991; Grellner 2002; Grellner and Madea 2007; Grellner et al. 2000, 2005; Kondo 2007;
Kondo and Ishida 2010; Oehmichen 2004; Ohshima 2000; Raekallio 1980; Wyler 1996).
Meanwhile, the literature shows a distinct lack of research into consistent methods for timing
skeletal wounds (Cattaneo et al. 2010; Hernandez-Cueto et al. 2010). This body of work shows
that the forensic community would benefit from further investigation (Hernandez-Cueto et al.
2000; Oehmichen 2004; Ohshima 2000).
There is a growing body of literature on the use of skeletal histology in anthropology.
This research focuses on major questions about skeletal tissue asked in forensic and/or
bioarchaeological settings. The uses of skeletal histology that have being examined include
histological methods (Cho 2011; Enlow 1966; Stout and Crowder 2011; Thomas and Clement
2011), bone microstructure (Enlow 1966; Purcell 2012; Stout and Crowder 2011), growth and
development (Gosman 2011; Maggiano 2011; Purcell 2012), differentiation of human from
nonhuman (Benedix 2004; Enlow 1966; Mulhern and Ubelaker 2011; Pfeiffer and Pinto 2011),
biomechanics and adaptation (Agnew and Bolte 2011; Maggiano 2011; Pfeiffer and Pinto 2011;
Purcell 2012; Rose et al. 2012; Skedros 2011), age-at-death estimation (Cardoso and Rios 2011;
Crowder 2009; Enlow 1966; Fiek et al. 1997; Pfeiffer and Pinto 2011; Purcell 2012; Robling and
Stout 2008; Streeter 2005, 2011), histotaphonomy and time since death (Bell 2011; Hollund et
al. 2012; Jans et al. 2004; Komar 1999; Wieberg and Wescott 2008), paleopathology and
pathology diagnostics (Donoghue 2007; Pfeiffer and Pinto 2011; Rühli et al. 2007; Schultz
1997a, 2001, 2011; Weston 2009), and wound investigation (Cattaneo et al. 2010; Pechnikova et
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al. 2011; Sauer 1998; Wieberg and Wescott 2008). These topics will be more fully discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3.
Despite the previously listed applications of histological examination of skeletal tissues,
there are still numerous challenges to the practical application of these methods. There have
been very few large scale validation studies performed on skeletal histology methods, which
raises the question of reliability for use in forensic contexts due to the requirements for scientific
evidence set in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993). The
Daubert criteria requires that scientific evidence presented in a court case must be adequately
tested, published in a peer reviewed journal with potential error rates, and accepted by the
general relevant scientific community (Stout and Crowder 2011).
Sample collection is another difficulty in skeletal histology. Researchers often rely on
retrospective studies of autopsy, dissection, or surgically removed bone. Surgery and dissection
samples have an inherent bias towards the elderly and pathologically modified skeletal elements.
While autopsy sample collection may not reflect an unbiased sample of the total population, it
does provide one of the largest opportunities to sample from the entire population of a
geographic area (Grellner and Madea 2007; Thomas and Clement 2011). Reliance on either of
these types of samples or collections rarely allows the opportunity to choose specific skeletal
areas, resulting in smaller sample sizes of studies that limit anatomical locations (Thomas and
Clement 2011).
In designing histological studies on wound aging, additional complications arise. In
order to define wound age phases, researchers must know the exact time of injury. This would
require significant cooperation between medical examiners, anthropologists, forensic
investigators, and next-of-kin. Antemortem medical records would increase accuracy and enable
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control of differences in treatment methods. Influences from variation in healing between
individuals and environmental effects may also be present (Grellner and Madea 2007; Zumwalt
and Fanizza-Orphanos 1990).
In the past several decades, autopsy rates have declined significantly as a consequence of
a reliance on medical imaging and potential of medico-legal consequences. According to studies
by Cameron et al. (1980), at least one third of death certificates completed by a clinician before
autopsy listed a cause of death inconsistent with the findings of the subsequent autopsy. Roulson
et al. (2005) stated that approximately one half of all autopsies find results not suspected prior to
death. Over 20% of unexpected autopsy findings can only be positively diagnosed using
histology, including 5% of major findings (Roulson et al. 2005). It has also been shown in the
literature that histological examination of skeletal tissue can provide additional information not
visible to radiological or gross examination (Crowder and Stout 2011; Enlow 1966; Schultz
1997a). This project investigated the microscopic presence of healing structures for use in aging
skeletal fractures because of the intersection of the importance of histology as a diagnostic
method in forensic investigations and the void in recent literature on histologically aging skeletal
fractures.
The research presented here uses histology to analyze skeletal fractures by way of a novel
protocol using multiple stains to determine vitality, i.e. whether the decedent was alive or dead at
the time of the injury, of the wound and time since death. This research has major impacts in
taphonomic research, vitality, and healing rates. The methods and information can be used to
structure future research to better refine the current methods. In existing skeletal research and
applied skeletal work, methods focused on macroscopic findings. The addition of histological
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techniques to the standard anthropological protocol has the potential to increase the available
lines of evidence and aid in narrowing the ranges given by current methods.

Study Goals
The goals of this study were to explore:
1) The tissue reaction in skeletal fractures, i.e. inflammation and repair, occurs in a sequential
manner similar to that of soft tissue, which can be predictively timed through histology.
2) Evidence of tissue reaction present after time of death, which degrade over time in a
predictable pattern.

Main Hypotheses
This study tested the following hypotheses through histological analysis:
1) The use of multiple stains will allow visualization and identification of additional structures
of the sequential pattern of tissue reaction in skeletal fracture healing that are not normally
seen in standard histological staining: a) Prussian Blue (Iron) will show remote hemorrhage;
b) Trichrome will enable fibrous tissue, fibrin, and collagen to be differentiated; c) Elastin
stain will show elastin; and d) hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) is a standard bone stain that
will be used as a comparison.
2) Microscopic signs of healing (hemorrhage, inflammation, etc.) will be visible in a sequential
pattern. Microscopic analysis of a fracture will show signs of healing earlier than gross,
macroscopic analysis, as early as 24-72 hours after the injury.
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3) Cells and molecules that form the structures associated with healing (e.g. red blood cells in
hemorrhage) will lyse and/or decompose within 4 week when samples are left exposed and
not in a preservative.
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CHAPTER TWO:
BACKGROUND TERMINOLOGY AND INFORMATION ON HISTOLOGY

The forensic examination of wounds has several purposes, including determining the
timing and cause of injuries. Determination of vitality is especially important because it allows
injuries to be linked to the event that caused the decedent’s death. This information can then be
used to create a timeline of events (Ohshima 2000). In addition, determining time since death
allows a holistic view of the events from injury to death to time of discovery.
While the research presented in later chapters focuses on histological analysis of bone to
determine vitality and time since death, it is important to note that multiple modalities of analysis
should be performed to fully define and document the region of interest. This chapter provides a
broad overview of topics relating to the microscopic structure of bone, skeletal fractures, wound
age estimation, skeletal fracture healing, taphonomy, and methods of skeletal histology. Some of
the information may not be directly related to the original research in following chapters, but is
presented to give a more thorough understanding of the topic.

Microscopic Structure of Bone
Microscopically, human bone is comprised of three types of cells embedded in an
extracellular matrix that has been reinforced with collagen and heavily calcified. Collagen, the
major organic substance in bone, gives bone its elasticity and the ability to dissipate stress. The
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collagen fibers are mineralized and arranged in bundles of random orientation which are then
organized into a lamellar structure (Enlow 1966; Ortner and Turner-Walker 2003; Pechnikova et
al. 2011; Schultz 1997b). Within bone, osteocytes, osteoblasts, and osteoclasts can be identified
by location and morphology. Osteoblasts are distinguished from other bone cells by their large
size and single nuclei, and are located on growing surfaces of bone. Osteocytes are slightly
smaller than osteoblasts and are found embedded in cortical bone. Osteoclasts are large
multinucleated cells, and are found in close proximity to bone matrix surfaces that appear
ruffled, etched, or scalloped. The surface of the osteoclast may also appear ruffled. Cortical
bone, the outermost surface of a bone, looks like a thick band of extracellular matrix with
interspaced osteocytes inside lacunae. Cancellous bone (i.e. trabecular bone) appears slightly
different than that of cortical bone, and forms narrow, interconnected branches which surround
areas of bone marrow. Within the bone marrow, hematopoietic stem cells that give rise to the
different types of immune and blood cells are visible, interspaced by fat-containing adipocytes
(Cormack 2001; Dettmeyer 2011; Enlow 1966; Junqueira and Carneiro 2005; Ortner and TurnerWalker 2003; Ross et al. 1995; Schultz 1997b). Figure 2.1 shows the different structures of bone
at 20x magnification.
The basic unit of cortical bone is the Haversian system, also known as the osteon. These
systems run longitudinal to the axis of the bone, and are comprised of four parts:
1) The Haversian canal runs through the center of the system and contains blood vessels
and nerves.
2) Lamellae are layers of extracellular matrix laid in concentric rings around the
Haversian canal.
3) Lacunae are small hollow spaces located between the layers of the lamellae.
Osteocytes are located within these spaces.
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4) Canaliculi are small minute canals that project outward from the lacunae in a network
like pattern.
When bone is cut in a cross-section perpendicular to its axis, these structures are readily visible
and can be easily quantified. If a bone is cut parallel to its axis, the concentric nature of the
lamellae of the osteons will not be visible because the cut will be a cord across the circular shape
of the osteon (Junqueira and Carneiro 2005; McKinley and O’Loughlin 2008; Tortora and
Nielsen 2014; White 2012).

Figure 2.1. Specimen showing cortical bone (blue arrow), trabecular bone (red arrow), bone
marrow (green arrow), and periosteum (yellow arrow). Trichrome, 20x.
As bone remodels during an individual’s life, additional Haversian systems are created.
These secondary osteons cut through the initial lamellae of the original Haversion canals (called
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primary osteons). Osteoclasts break down the extracellular matrix in a tunnel through the
cortical bone, which is quickly invaded by osteoprogenitor cells that begin laying down
extracellular matrix to form lamellae. Growth factors are also released during this time period to
attract the growth of a blood vessel through the canal (Junqueira and Carneiro 2005; McKinley
and O’Loughlin 2008; Tortora and Nielsen 2014; White 2012).

Bone Fractures
For the purposes of this research, a fracture will be defined as an incomplete or complete
disruption of the continuity of a bone that was caused by direct violence, i.e. a fracture
immediately under the location of application of force, or indirect violence, i.e. a fracture located
some distance from the point where the force was exerted. Using this definition, a fracture could
also be defined as a laceration of bone. While the presence of collagen and its ability to retain a
high moisture content allow the bone to withstand large amounts of strain and deformation
before failure, an applied force that exceeds this natural elasticity will result in a fracture of the
bone (Adler 2000; Hipp and Hayes 2008; Wheatley 2008).
Skeletal fractures can be divided into three broad categories: traumatic fractures, longterm fractures, and pathological fractures. Traumatic fractures are immediate fractures to the
bone created by an excessive localized force that often damages the surrounding soft tissue.
Long-term fractures are those caused by repeated overuse or overloading, such as fatigue or
stress fractures. Pathological fractures are either traumatic or long-term fractures that are caused
in relation to a pathological condition (Adler 2000; Hipp and Hayes 2008). The original research
presented in subsequent chapters focuses on traumatic fractures.
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Fractures are also classified by whether the fragments of bone are exposed or are still
covered by soft tissue. In a closed fracture, soft tissue still covers the wound, providing a barrier
to infection. The surrounding tissues may be damaged, but the bone is still shielded. An open
fracture, also known as a compound fracture, is characterized by the wound being open with the
fractured bone being exposed to external bacteria and other microbes. Without treatment, open
fractures can easily become seriously infected, leading to severe complications like purulent
osteomyelitis (Adler 2000).

Table 2.1. Commonly used classifications of bone fractures (Adler 2000; McKinley and
O’Loughlin 2008; Tortora and Nielsen 2014).
Fracture
Description
Avulsion
Fragment of bone is pulled away from original bone
Comminuted
Bone is splintered or crushed into numerous small pieces
Complete
Bone is completely broken through the entire width into two or more pieces
Compound
Part of the broken end of the bone projects through the skin
(Open)
Bone crushes and collapses due to pressure from another bone (usually
Compression
pathological, e.g. osteoporosis)
Depressed
Broken fragments pushed into the medullary cavity, forming a concavity
Diaphyseal
Marked separation of bone fragments of shaft or separation at a suture
Bone fragments are shifted into abnormal positions out of anatomic
Displaced
alignment
Separation of epiphysis from diaphysis at the location of the epiphyseal
Epiphyseal
plate
Greenstick
Incomplete fracture; bone bends and cracks but does not completely break
Hairline
Incomplete linear fracture with thin crack and no misalignment
Impacted
Adjacent bone fragments are driven into one another
Incomplete
Partial fracture that maintains some continuity of the bone
Linear
Fracture runs parallel to bone’s long axis or forms a line in flat bone (skull)
Oblique
Fracture runs obliquely to bone’s long axis
Pathologic
Fracture caused by disease processes weakening a bone
Bone remains surrounded by soft tissue and does not protrude through the
Simple (Closed)
skin
Spiral (Helix)
Fracture helixes around the long axis of a long bone; results from torsion
Stress
Thin (hairline) fractures caused by repeated impacts
Transverse
Fracture runs at right angle to the bone’s long axis
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Biomechanical characteristics can also be used in the classification of fractures. For
example, greenstick fractures are characterized by axial deviation with little to no tearing of the
periosteal tube; one side of the bone fractures while the opposite side only deflects (Adler 2000;
Hipp and Hayes 2008). Table 2.1 shows additional types of fractures (Adler 2000; McKinley
and O'Loughlin 2008; Tortora and Nielsen 2014). Pathological bone fractures are caused by a
pathological alteration of the bone tissue leading to mechanical failure from trauma that would
not damage healthy bone. Pathological fractures can also be spontaneous fractures, which occur
when no traumatic violence occurred (Adler 2000; Hipp and Hayes 2008).

Forensic Wound Age Estimation
The formal history of the use of vitality began with several German papers that were
published in the 1930’s (Orsos 1935; Walcher 1930). The first experimental investigation didn’t
take place until the 1960’s, when histochemistry was first used in this area (Berg and Bonte
1971; Berg et al. 1968; Enlow 1966; Raekallio 1960). The use of immunohistochemistry greatly
expanded through the 1980’s, and the methods used in this field found a permanent place in
forensic wound age estimation (Eisenmenger et al. 1988; Oehmichen 1990; Raekallio 1980;
Zumwalt and Fanizza-Orphanos 1990). Up to the late 1990’s, work concentrated on vitality of
skin wounds or brain trauma (Amberg 1996; Betz 1995; Betz and Eisenmenger 1996; Betz et al.
1992a, 1992b; Clark et al. 1997; Dreßler et al. 1997, 1998; Grellner et al. 1998; Oehmichen
1990). Skeletal fracture histology is often overlooked, and rarely given much space in text books
on histology and histopathology (Cormack 2001; Crowder and Stout 2011; Dettmeyer 2011;
Junqueira and Carneiro 2005; Ross et al. 1995). Even in recently published texts, methodologies
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for taking and interpreting histological samples of fractures were absent (Crowder and Stout
2011). Skeletal fractures were given either a page or possibly a chapter, but detailed timing of
fractures is conspicuously absent (Cormack 2001; Crowder and Stout 2011; Dettmeyer 2011;
Junqueira and Carneiro 2005; Ross et al. 1995). It has been directly stated in the literature that
the medicolegal community would benefit from the expansion of these experiments to include
looking at skeletal fractures: “Because of the fact that most of the research on vitality diagnosis
markers was performed using incised skin wounds, it will be of value to enlarge and apply these
results to other traumatic lesions such as bone fractures.” (Hernandez-Cueto et al. 2000).
In recent years due to advanced techniques and equipment, forensic pathologists have
become increasingly successful at timing soft tissue injuries, and very specific time periods for
certain aspects of soft tissue wounds have been established (Ohshima 2000; Pechnikova et al.
2011). When aging wounds, forensic pathologists split most events into two categories:
antemortem and postmoretem (Grellner and Madea 2007; Wieberg and Wescott 2008). There is
only a small period of time, i.e. minutes to hours before and after death, that are considered
perimortem, however the use of immunohistochemical detection of adhesion molecules has been
proposed as a solution to close this gap (Grellner and Madea 2007). Antemortem refers to any
trauma that occurred before the time of death and postmortem refers to the period after death, as
defined by a loss of blood pressure (Wieberg and Wescott 2008). It is necessary to differentiate
between the two because a wound, i.e. the morphologic or functional interruption of the stability
of a tissue, can occur before or after death. Wounds before death begin specific cascades and
reactions that do not occur in postmortem trauma (Oehmichen 2004). For example, the presence
of inflammation, such as hemorrhagic infiltration of a bruise or cut, can show if the wound was
antemortem. The known progression of color change will show the age of the wound. When
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further aid is needed, microscopic procedures have been developed that can further pinpoint the
timing of the wound (Cattaneo et al. 2010).
The timing of skeletal wounds is more complex due to the length of time before signs of
healing are present (Pechnikova et al. 2011). While pathologists are often able to classify soft
tissue wounds are as either antemortem or postmortem, timing of skeletal fractures is broken
down to three time periods: ante-, peri-, and postmortem (Sauer 1998; White et al. 2012;
Wieberg and Wescott 2008). Perimortem is defined as at, near, or around the time of death, but
is commonly viewed as an ambiguous interval of an unspecified duration ranging up to weeks
before and after death (Sauer 1998; Wheatley 2008; Wieberg and Wescott 2008). Maples (1986)
went so far as to define the perimortem period as “an elastic interval at best and a vague concept
at worst.” The difference in definition of the perimortem interval by pathologists and
anthropologists has the potential to cause miscommunications unless time periods are made clear
(Sauer 1998; Wheatley 2008; Wieberg and Wescott 2008). These classifications can be made
via macroscopic or microscopic examination. Antemortem and postmortem fractures can be
differentiated when signs of healing are present, such as bone remodeling or callus formation. If
no signs of healing are present, the anthropologist will classify the fracture as peri- or
postmortem (Sauer 1998; Wieberg and Wescott 2008).
If a fracture event was antemortem, then blood flows from the ruptured vessels into the
fracture and out of the wound (McKinley and O'Loughlin 2008; Sauer 1998). This blood flow
causes localized inflammation, in which specific cell types migrate to the site in a predictable
order. The blood forms a hematoma which is later converted to fibrous tissue. The fibrous
tissue is mineralized and then remodels into mature bone. This process takes over a month and
proceeds in a predictable pattern (Adler 2000). By identifying the stage of healing, investigators
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can time injuries. While the time period for soft tissue healing has been well documented in the
literature, the healing processes of bone are seldom mentioned (Cattaneo et al. 2010).
Because blood pressure drops upon the death, hemorrhaging slows or stops (McKinley
and O'Loughlin 2008). Using this information, a fracture considered perimortem by
macroscopic, or gross, analysis could be classified as ante- or postmortem via microscopic
analysis (Kimmerle and Baraybar 2008). Other techniques, such as the difference in fracture
patterns of dry and fresh bone, may help determine the differences between peri- and
postmortem trauma (Kimmerle and Baraybar 2008; White et al. 2012). When available,
microscopy can therefore be a useful tool in determining timing of fractures and can help
establish signs of healing of the fracture before it could be noted with a macroscopic examination
(Kimmerle and Baraybar 2008; Shipman 1981). As shown in Zumwalt and Fanizza-Orphanos
(1990), microscopic evidence of inflammatory healing can be seen as early as 24 hours after
injury, and microscopic appearance of new bone can be seen as early as 4-5 days post-injury.

Wound Healing
Signs of wound healing are the definitive mark of an antemortem wound. Therefore, it is
important for forensic pathologists and anthropologists to be intimately familiar with the phases
and steps involved in healing (Feik et al. 1997; Kimmerle and Baraybar 2008; Sauer 1998). It is
important to note that the healing process is a continuous event, with each step potentially
overlapping those before it and after it. Variability is also strongly present between individuals
due to numerous confounding factors known to affect bone healing rates in humans, including
age, body mass index, nicotine/smoking, and nutrition (Abidi et al. 1998; Raikin et al. 1998;
Skak and Jensen 1988; Thomas 1997; Zumwalt and Fanizza-Orphanos 1990).
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The wound healing process in soft tissue begins within the first minute after trauma;
numerous proteins and molecules, like fibronectin and interleukins, flow from any ruptured
blood vessels to the site of injury. These molecules begin biochemical cascades, which amplify
the response as the cascade progresses, like the coagulation cascade. Erythrocytes (red blood
cells or RBC’s) that flow out of ruptured vessels are located in an acidic environment in the
perivascular tissue. This causes them to become spherical or semi-spherical.
Polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNL), a type of white blood cell, will immigrate to the area of
trauma as early as 10 minutes, but more commonly 1-2 hours, after the event. As platelets from
the blood begin to clot, monocytes begin merging into macrophages and begin a phagocytic
scavenger function from 7 hours post-trauma up to one to two days after. Erythrophages,
phagocytic cells that have phagocytosed erythrocytes, appear within approximately 24-72 hours,
and multiply in number up to 4 days after the wounding event. After a week, the erythrophages
have nearly all migrated back into the blood stream. After three days, hemosiderin and
hematoidin, both byproducts of the breakdown of erythrocytes, begin to appear. The amount
increases until day ten or eleven before staying constant (Oehmichen 2004). Blood vessels,
urged by signaling proteins and hormones, begin to grow into the wounded area, and granulation
tissue forms. Fibroblasts begin producing collagen and the epidermis begins to regenerate. As
the epidermal cells of the epidermis creep inward, they replace the clot which is continually
phagocytosed by macrophages and erythrophages (McKinley and O'Loughlin 2008).
Barbian and Sledzik (2008) stated that “the mechanism of bone healing is well
understood,” and other sources agree (Frost 1989; Kakar and Einhorn 2008; Sauer 1998).
However, as shown in Table 2.2 (reprinted from Dettmeyer 2011), these phases are often
generalized to account for healing differences in aging and are therefore broad and lack specific
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detail. Each stage is given one day to one month as a timeframe, and is described in a few
sentences. These descriptions aren’t particularly useful due to overlap between the phases
included in different sources (Dettmeyer 2011; Kakar and Einhorn 2008; McKinley and
O'Loughlin 2008). In addition, anthropological literature stresses macroscopic events, often
starting with the ability to visualize a callous, and rarely defines time periods for microscopic
processes (Barbian and Sledzik 2008; Sauer 1998).
There are two main kinds of skeletal wound healing: primary and secondary (Kakar and
Einhorn 2008; McKibbin 1978). For a bone fracture to heal through primary healing, three
conditions must be met. First, the fracture ends must make internal contact to ensure proper
alignment. Second, the injured anatomical element must be immobile for an extended,
uninterrupted period, such as in a cast or held by other bone in the case of a hairline (linear)
fracture. Third, there must be a continuous supply of adequate blood to the site of injury (Adler
2000). If all three necessities for primary healing are present, the area will be flooded with
osteons after the trauma takes place. These cells will construct bone immediately, without the
need of another connective tissue intermediate. This original bone tissue will be remodeled later
into lamellar bone. In primary healing no resorption takes place, and distortion of structure is
kept to a minimum. There is no inflammatory reaction. Primary healing is rare and fractures
typically undergo secondary healing (Adler 2000).
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Table 2.2. Progression of fracture healing.
Approximate Histological findings
time frame
Hematoma and traumatic inflammation: acute hemorrhage at the point of
1 day
fracture secondary to vessel rupture, formation of a fusiform hematoma
surrounding and joining the ends of the bone
Organization: Fibrin is deposited in the hematoma, an inflammatory response
1–2 days
with edema is seen, continuing fibrin deposition, accumulation of large
numbers of polymorphonuclear cells
Appearance of fibroblasts, mesenchymal cells, gradual development of
granulation tissue; necrosis of the bone adjacent to the fracture becomes
2–3 days
evident; empty lacunar spaces due to death of osteocytes; clear line between
dead bone (empty lacunae) and live bone
Provisional fibrous callus, originating from:
Periosteum
Endosteum
Haversion canals
Blood vessels in the bone marrow space and musculature
3–6 days
After approximately 3 days, the devitalized bone fragments begin to be
reabsorbed
The periosteum is composed of an outer fibrous layer and an inner osteogenic
layer: marked proliferation of the cells in the deep layer of the periosteum and
the cells of the endosteum
Provisional bony callus: Morphology of the connective tissue cells is
undergoing modification. A homogeneous osteoid matrix is being deposited
between the proliferating cells. Transformation of fibrous callus into
provisional bony callus: connective tissue cells form ground substance and
7–14 days
collagen fibers; fibroblasts transform into osteoblasts and produce osteoid, the
organic matrix of the bone; chondroblasts are involved, islets of cartilage
develop in the fibrous stroma; bone formation, remodeling into lamellar bone
(this bone forms the final callus) by means of osteoclasts and osteoblasts
2–3 weeks
Callus reaches its maximum size
3–4 weeks
Hard bony callus, bone formed from periosteal and endochondral ossification
Rearrangement of callus and bony union: remodeling of the new bone from a
>4 weeks
woven appearance to mature bone; histologically, ossification and new bone
can be found
Note: Reprinted from “Vitality, Injury Age, Determination of Skin Wound Age, and Fracture
Age” by R. B. Dettmeyer, 2011, Forensic Histopathology: Fundamentals and Perspectives,
pg. 203 Copyright © 2011 Reprinted with permission.
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Fractures without the presence of continuous adequate blood flow or internal contact
require a conservative treatment, e.g. setting the bone and subsequent casts and splints, and heal
through secondary healing. A temporary callus of connecting tissue, e.g. cartilage, is formed and
then later ossifies (Adler 2000; Kakar and Einhorn 2008). There are several phases of healing
associated with secondary healing, but different sources list a different number of phases. These
are, in order of temporal association, the immediate reaction or inflammation phase, the
development of osteogenic repair tissue (which is sometimes split into a soft callus and hard
callus phase) and the remodeling phase (McKibbin 1978; McKinley and O'Loughlin 2008).
Starting with the injurious event, the wound undergoes the following processes, based on
Adler (2000) and McKibbin (1978):


The traumatic event causes blood vessels to rupture, causing blood to immediately flow
into, and fill, the wound. This produces a fracture hematoma between the pieces of
fractured bone. This also leads to localized inflammation, including vasodilation and
immigration of phagocytic cells to help clear debris.



Within approximately eight hours, cell division increases within the entire bone, except at
the wound edge where the cells are dead.



During the second day post-fracture, capillaries begin to grow into the wound, and
fibroblasts and osteoclasts migrate to the site. These cells begin to organize the clot by
producing granulation tissue that will differentiate into fibrocartilage.



Between the second and eighth day, proliferative activity has returned to normal
throughout the bone except the area adjacent to the fracture. A temporary connective
tissue callus will form between the pieces of fractured bone. This callus is not substantial
enough to bear weight.



From the seventh to the ninth day, more connective tissue is laid down and
hydroxyapatite, the inorganic component of bone, is deposited on the present collagen
fibers. Mesenchyme cells near the wound differentiate into osteoblasts which produce
osteoid, the organic component of bone. This will mineralize as time passes. Without
the aid of osteoblasts, fibrous trabeculae will form to create an initial mechanical
connection between the fractured pieces of bone. The callus is still incapable of bearing
weight and remains this way until the fourth week. Additional forces acting on the callus
at this point may cause the development of cartilaginous tissue, forming a cartilaginous
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callus. Osteoclasts also act as phagocytic cells during this period to aid in removal of any
skeletal debris.


Between the fourth and fifth weeks post-trauma, the fibrous bone of the temporary callus
is replaced via creeping substitution by lamellar bone, forming a definitive callus.
Creeping substitution, which is a normal part of skeletal remodeling, is a process by

which cancellous bone is remodeled by taking advantage of the constant nearby supply of blood
and nutrients available to remodel the surface of the trabeculae (McKibbin 1978). The hard
callous that was formed around the fracture will continue to undergo compact bone remodeling
for months or years after the break (McKinley and O'Loughlin 2008). In this process, an
osteoclast will resorb cortical bone forming a tunnel, within which a new blood vessel will grow.
This blood vessel will carry osteoblasts that will take hold and produce new lamellar bone
(McKibbin 1978).
Even though the beginning stages of a skeletal fracture healing, e.g. periosteal bone
formation at approximately 7-14 days after injury, can be observed macroscopically, they take
more time to be observable than signs of soft tissue healing, e.g. bruising and color change.
Microscopic examination allows the visualization of many of these pathways much earlier than
the sole use of macroscopic examination and is further discussed in the following sections
(Cattaneo et al. 2010).

Taphonomy
The study of taphonomy focuses on the changes that biological organisms undergo after
death, including decomposition from a fresh body to complete skeletonization. Komar and
Buikstra (2008) cited five goals of the study of taphonomy in regards to forensic anthropologists:
“(1) to estimate time since death, (2) to distinguish human from nonhuman agents of bone
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modification, (3) to understand selective transport of remains, (4) to identify variables resulting
in differential preservation of bone, and (5) to reconstruct perimortem events and
circumstances.” In following chapters, the estimation of time since death and reconstructing
perimortem events will be examined using histology as a means of analysis.
Immediately following death, normal functions within cells throughout the body begin to
fail. In many tissue types, these cells go through a process known as autolysis, where the cell
loses the ability to maintain its integrity and self-digests itself through various enzymes (Clark et
al. 1997; Komar and Buikstra 2008). In standard temperatures and conditions, cells which have
high rates of metabolism, biosynthesis, and membrane transport degrade the fastest. This
includes tissues like blood, which is one of the first tissues to go through autolysis and
decomposition. Connective tissues, like skeletal tissue, are some of the last and most often
preserved tissues due to the high content of collagen and, in the case of bone, the mineralization
of the collagen fibers. Exterior conditions of the environment around the body can have a severe
impact on the rates of autolysis and decomposition (Clark et al. 1997).
As decomposition continues, skeletal tissue is exposed to increasing amounts of
environmental conditions. Water begins evaporating from the bone, and the collagen begins
breaking down. This makes the bone more brittle and stiff, which reduces the required amount
of applied energy to cause a fracture (Wheatley 2008). Differences in fracture patterns of fresh
and dry bone are commonly used to differentiate perimortem from postmortem injuries.
Characteristics like sharp edges, presence of fracture lines, shape of broken ends, fracture surface
morphology, fracture angle on the along the shaft of the bone, and butterfly fractures, i.e.
triangular shaped fractures typical of the shaft of long bones submitted to a single direct force
perpendicular to the shaft, are used to age fractures due to differences between collagen content
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in fresh and dry bone. Recent research has suggested, however, that they may be unreliable
(Cappella et al. 2014; Wheatley 2008; Wieberg and Wescott 2008). While there are differences
between characteristics of fresh bones several days old and drier bones a month to a year old,
results may not be consistent until over 140 days postmortem (Wheatley 2008; Wieberg and
Wescott 2008).
“Green”, elastic bone fractures with bent spicules are classified perimortem and “dry”,
lighter colored fractures are classified postmortem. Depending on the rate of decomposition and
desiccation, the classifications do not always prove to be true, especially in damp, moist
environments (Pechnikova et al. 2011). The timing of wounds can be further complicated by
environmental factors promoting decomposition of the body. Heat promotes decomposition, but
extreme heat will begin to retard the decomposition process. In warm climates, skeletonization
can occur in two to four weeks (Shkrum and Ramsay 2007).
A major area of research for forensic investigators has been to create and refine methods
that enable accurate time since death estimations and take into account the variability in
decomposition rates. Histological examinations of various structures (white cell counts, sweat
gland morphology, composition of cerebrospinal fluid, histochemistry of decomposition of
proteins within intervertebral discs, etc.) have been proposed as new methods, but have yet to be
thoroughly documented and widely accepted within the field of forensic science (Komar and
Buikstra 2008). These studies are further discussed in Chapter 3.

Skeletal Histology
After a full gross examination has been completed, microscopic examination of the bone
tissue from the site may be the only way to positively diagnose certain conditions. Tissue is
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often removed from the region of injury for histological examination so the investigator can
verify the presence or absence of a bone disease or healing phase. To accurately diagnose
pathological samples or make a wound age estimation, it is important to use both information
from x-rays and other imaging technologies and information garnered from microscopic
examination in order to understand the full context of the disease or trauma (Stout and Crowder
2011; Kimmerle and Baraybar 2008).

Bone Histology General Preparation Methods
Methodology for microscopic examination varies widely. The type of information
needed will dictate the sampling technique used to acquire the sample, the type of processing
necessary before sectioning (e.g. maceration, fixation, or decalcification), and the staining
procedure or lack thereof (Adler 2000). The type of information will also determine subsequent
analysis methods.
Before any type of microscopy can be performed, a sample must be extracted that is
characteristic of the feature being examined. Common methods of extraction can range from
taking small samples through puncture biopsy or curettage, to removal of part or all of a bone
(i.e. resection and excision), or even amputation of a limb. Regardless of method, an acceptable
amount of tissue must be taken and remain in good condition (Adler 2000). In forensic
anthropology and pathology, resection is typically used to remove small portions of bone for
histological analysis at time of autopsy (Cho 2011; Stout and Crowder 2011).
Maceration is a method to remove all soft tissue and organic compounds from the bone to
highlight the mineralized inorganic structures. Removal of residual tissue is accomplished by
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placing and soaking the sample in water or a solution containing enzymes. Samples from
fractures are well suited for maceration (Adler 2000; Cattaneo et al. 2010; Presnell et al. 1997).
Fixation is a method that preserves the tissues in the sample. For bone, and many other
tissues, formalin (30-40% formaldehyde in water) is used as a preservative. Glutaraldehyde can
also be used as a fixative for bone marrow. A typical glutaraldehyde solution contains both
glutardialdehyde and formaldehyde, with both chemicals acting as a fixative. Alcohol fixation
can also be used for bone if a specific component would otherwise be dissolved by a normal
fixation method. Urate crystals, which are present in individuals with gout, are dissolved by
formalin fixation solutions but not by the alcohol fixation process. Acetone can also be used as a
fixative when performing enzyme histochemistry, and osmic acid can be used when performing
electron microscopy on bone tissue. The correct fixation method is highly dependent on the type
and focus of the examination (Adler 2000; Cattaneo et al. 2010; Cho 2011; Presnell et al. 1997).
Most bone sections are decalcified after removal from the body to make the sample more
pliable and easy to cut in the thin layers necessary to mount on a slide, and then embedded in
paraffin. Numerous formulas for decalcification solution exist, but the most common are either
acid-based or chelate-based. Acid-based solutions work faster but are harsher on the sample.
The procedure must be carefully monitored to ensure the sample is not over-processed. The
bone sample is submerged and incubated at room temperature in the chosen solution for several
days (Adler 2000; Cho 2011; Presnell et al. 1997).
After decalcification, the bone sample will have undergone some shrinkage and possibly
will have staining artifacts once stain is applied. To avoid this, the sample can be embedded in
plastic without decalcification. The bone is fixed, dehydrated using ascending concentrations of
alcohol baths, and then embedded in a plastic polymer with a hardness similar to that of bone. A
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special microtome is then used to cut a thin slice (approximately 5 µm). It is also possible to
grind down a plastic embedded bone to give a ground section. Any non-water-based stain can be
used on both cut and ground plastic embedded bone, although the level of detail is less than
slides bound in paraffin because the plastic inside the bone cannot be dissolved. If a water-based
stain or an immunohistochemical stain is needed, a special water-soluble polymer can be used
for the embedding medium (Adler 2000; Cho 2011; Cattaneo et al. 2010; Presnell et al. 1997).
Thin ground sections and the use of a polarized light have been shown to aid in diagnosis
of disease and provide supplementary information on the quality of preservation and amount of
postmortem destruction. The method was first discussed in the 1920’s as a useful technique, but
it was rarely used until several additional studies in the 1970’s and 1980’s (Schultz 1997a).
While thin ground sections are useful, the information gathered can be supplemented in cases of
fresh specimens, like those sampled from biopsy or autopsy, by the use of histochemistry, i.e.
staining. In older samples, like those gathered from archaeological sites, bone cells and organic
tissues often won’t be preserved, making staining unnecessary (Cho 2011; Stout and Crowder
2011).
For forensic uses of histology, staining is an important aspect because it aids in the
positive identification of different tissue structures. Osteoblasts will stain differently than
osteocytes or osteoclasts because of the differential chemistry present in these cell types. Most
bone pathology can be diagnosed using decalcified paraffin sections stained with hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E). When these stains are used, the basophilic nuclei, high concentrations of
calcium, and cartilaginous matrices turn blue, while the cytoplasm and collagen fibers turn red
(Adler 2000; Cattaneo et al. 2010; Presnell et al. 1997).
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Another common method used for staining of bone samples is van Gieson stain. It is
primarily used for identification of collagen-containing connective tissues which appear red and
are contrasted by muscle and nerve fibers which appear yellow. Using this method, calcified
bone turns a reddish-brown, osteoid becomes red, and nuclei appear black. Table 2.3 shows
additional staining methods (Adler 2000; Cattaneo et al. 2010; Dettmeyer 2011; Presnell et al.
1997).
Histochemical methods of staining allow visualization of intra- and extra-cellular
structures. Immunohistochemistry is a special subset of histochemistry in which immunological
reactions using antibodies are harnessed to aid in microscopic identification. These stains attach
to a specific plasma protein, enzyme, hormone, protein, or antigen which allows each cell type
on a slide to be positively identified (Adler 2000). For example, the use of monoclonal antibody
antihuman Glycophorin A will attach to the glycophorin protein found in the cell wall of
erythrocytes, leading to a brown color in these areas (Cattaneo et al. 2010).
Histological studies are routinely evaluated qualitatively, semi-quantitatively, or
quantitatively. Qualitative evaluations are expressed as positive or negative. Semi-quantitative
evaluations use a scale of relative intensity in order to grade a specific finding. Scales may be
quantitative (e.g. <25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, 75-100%) or qualitative (e.g. negative, slightly
positive, strongly positive). Quantitative analysis includes cell counts or counts of specific
signals, typically averaged over multiple microscopic fields (Grellner and Madea 2007).
Histomorphometry is a technique used to quantify and measure different aspects that are
commonly only described qualitatively. Visual morphometry uses a grid of points and lines that
are overlaid on a slide. A structure can then be measured by counting the number of points that
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overlay it. Histomorphometry can be used to quantitatively describe structure or shape, volume,
deposition, or resorption (Adler 2000; Stout and Crowder 2011).
Table 2.3. A general list of staining methods used on bone (Adler 2000; Cattaneo et al.
2010; Presnell et al. 1997; and Dettmeyer 2011).
Stain
Structures Stained
Hematoxylin and Eosin
Nuclei (blue)
(H&E)
Cytoplasm and collagen (red)
Van Gieson
Cytoplasm, muscle, fibrin (yellow)
Connective tissue, hyaline cartilage, osteoid (red)
Elastic van Gieson
Elastin fibers (black)
Collagen fibers, osteoid (red)
Periodic Acid-Schiff
Carbohydrates, glycogen, hydroxyl groups, and amino-alcohols
Reaction
(purple-red/magenta)
Masson-Goldner Stain
Connective tissue, bone marrow, fibrin, uncalcified osteoid,
osteoclasts, osteoblasts (red-orange)
Calcified bone trabeculae, mesenchyme (green)
Nuclei (black)
Silver Impregnation
Elastic fibers (black)
(Elastin stain)
Fat Staining
Neutral fat (red)
Nuclei and cytoplasm (blue)
Prussian Blue (Iron)
Hemosiderin and FeIII
Staining
Nuclei (red)
Giemsa Staining
Nuclei, bacteria, basophilic substances (blue)
Eosinophilic granules and collagen fibers (red)
Congo Red
Amyloid (red)
Nuclei (blue)
Toluidin Blue
Nuclei and basophilic cytoplasm (blue)
Monoclonal Antihuman
Coagulated blood (brown)
Glycophorin A
Weigert Staining
Fibrin (red)
Erythrocytes (yellow)
Lendrum Acid PicroFibrin (red)
Mallory Method
Erythrocytes (orange)
Collagen (blue)
Nuclei (blue-black)
Kossa stain
Non-decalcified samples, calcified bone tissue (black)
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CHAPTER THREE:
LITERATURE REVIEW

A large body of work demonstrates that histology is useful for proper diagnosis in
forensic medicine (Adler 2000; Betz 1995; Betz et al. 1992a, 1992b, 1995; Burke 1998; Cattaneo
et al. 2010; Dettmeyer 2011; Dreßler et al. 1997, 1998; Enlow 1966; Fechner et al. 1991;
Grellner and Glenewinkel 1997; Grellner and Madea 2007; Hernandez-Cueto et al. 2000; Kondo
2007; Kondo and Ishida 2010; Shih 2009; Oehmichen 2004; Ohshima 2000; Prahlow and Byard
2012; Raekallio 1960, 1980; Roulson et al. 2005; Schultz 1997; Wyler 1996). According to
Roulson et al. (2005), regular use of histological analysis was the only way that 20% of clinically
unexpected autopsy findings were diagnosed. This chapter will discuss the literature on skeletal
histology as it is used in biological and forensic anthropology and forensic pathology,
specifically on the topics of determination of human from nonhuman remains, age-at-death
estimation, histotaphonomy, and timing of wounds.
One of the largest differences between histological methodology in anthropology and
pathology is the widespread use of thin ground sections in anthropology as opposed to standard
decalcified and stained slides in pathology. The use of thin ground sections in anthropological
originated from bioarchaeological and paleopathological studies where many of the organic
components of the bone had degraded faster than the rest of the microstructure. Staining
procedures become less accurate as the bone ages because most stains affect organic
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components. Without stain, only the inorganic microstructure can be observed, preventing study
of any organic tissues or structures (Stout and Crowder 2011). Different uses of histology in
anthropology and pathology will be discussed throughout this chapter.

Skeletal Histology in Anthropology
Due to the nature of skeletal tissue and its continuous formation, the microstructure of
bone encodes information on growth patterns, maintenance, and biomechanical adaptation
experienced in life. In the last fifty years, new techniques have been created to delve into this
archive and extract some of this information (Crowder and Stout 2011). In the growing body of
literature of anthropological skeletal histology, research includes differentiation of human from
nonhuman, age-at-death estimation, histotaphonomy, diagnosing pathologies, and wound
investigation (Enlow 1966; Stout and Crowder 2011).

Determination of Human from Nonhuman Remains
In both forensic and bioarcheaological contexts, there is a possibility of recovery of nonhuman bones or bone fragments. While separation of non-human bones is often done in the field
by gross examination with whole bone or large fragments, it may not be possible to immediately
dismiss smaller or taphonomically changed (e.g. burned) fragments by gross examination alone.
Other methods that may be used to differentiate between human and nonhuman are radiology,
dissection, or histology (Komar and Buikstra 2008; Mulhern and Ubelaker 2011).
Skeletal microstructure of many mammalian animals can appear similar so histological
determination of species is performed by exclusive identification. Bone can conclusively be
identified as nonhuman due to certain microstructures like plexiform bone, but many species
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have Haversian systems like human bone (Benedix 2004; Enlow 1966; Mulhern and Ubelaker
2011; Pfeiffer and Pinto 2011). In recent years, a quantitative approach was developed that
examined geometric osteon measurements (e.g. osteon diameter, perimeter, area) and secondary
osteon density (Benedix 2004; Mulhern and Ubelaker 2011). Quantitative approaches may allow
additional differentiation of samples that could only be classified as possibly human through the
sole use of microstructure morphology however species, and even different bones from the same
individual, exhibit large variation in osteon metrics. Current studies also suffer from small
sample sizes.

Age-at-Death Estimation
Most techniques for estimating age-at-death from skeletal histology take advantage of the
constant remodeling that bone undergoes throughout life (Cardoso and Rios 2011; Crowder
2009; Enlow 1966; Fiek et al. 1997; Pfeiffer and Pinto 2011; Purcell 2012; Robling and Stout
2008; Streeter 2005, 2011). As bone remodels, changes to the microstructure can be easily seen.
Variables such as osteon population density, percent of remodeled bone, and secondary osteon
size are calculated and inputted into formulas to derive estimated age. Specific formulae have
been developed for modern and ancient samples, different populations, numerous bones, and
adults and juveniles (Cardoso and Rios 2011; Crowder 2009; Enlow 1966; Fiek et al. 1997;
Pfeiffer and Pinto 2011; Purcell 2012; Robling and Stout 2008; Streeter 2005, 2011). The use of
unstained thin ground sections is common for age-at-death because many of these methods have
been developed on dry bone samples (Enlow 1966; Streeter 2011).
Different skeletal elements, and different parts of the same element, remodel at different
rates due to factors like growth and development and biomechanical reaction (Enlow 1966).
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Different methods have been created to most accurately predict age at death from a specific
portion of a specific bone. Each method also uses specific variables and formulas to determine
final age estimations (Crowder 2009; Enlow 1966; Streeter 2011). While adult methods often
focus on remodeling, juvenile methods must rely on additional parameters like development of
different types of juvenile and mature bone (Streeter 2005, 2011).
Age-at-death is a crucial parameter for forensic identification of remains and in
bioarchaeological and paleodemographic research. While useful, the overwhelming number of
methods and formulae can cause confusion. The specificity of each method and formula may
also lead to error in analysis. For a more thorough review of methods for adult age-at-death,
please refer to recent book chapters by Crowder (2009), Robling and Stout (2008), and Streeter
(2011). For additional information on methods for juvenile age-at-death, refer to Streeter (2005,
2011).

Histotaphonomy
Histotaphonomy, also known as microstructural diagenesis, is the study of perimortem
and postmortem changes of body tissues at the microscopic scale. In osseous tissue, many of
these changes are caused by chemical reactions from decomposition or interaction with the
environment, while others are caused by microorganisms. There are two sources of microflora
that affect skeletal tissue: the body’s own in vivo gut bacteria that proliferate throughout the
bloodstream in early decomposition that will reach the internal skeletal microstructure quickly
and external soil-originating bacteria and fungi that will reach the skeleton second (Bell 2011;
Jans et al. 2004).
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Histotaphonomy can also give insight into burial conditions and treatment. Hollund et al.
(2012) showed that skeletal histology can reveal taphonomic events; however they admitted that
it is difficult to confidently relate specific changes to specific events. As a pilot study, Hollund
et al. (2012) highlighted the potential uses of histotaphonomy in older remains from a
bioarchaeological site with promising early results.
Cattaneo et al. (2010) performed a novel study in which they sampled six fractures of
various survival times from forensic settings and simulated the decomposition process through at
least five days of maceration to remove soft tissues. Then they used five stains (hematoxylin and
eosin as a standard, Perls’ Prussian blue stain for identification of hematoxylin, phosphotungstic
acid-hematoxylin for identification of fibrin, Weigert stain for identification of fibrin, and an
immunohistochemical stain for Glycophorin A) to histologically examine the fractures for
microscopic signs of healing. Despite the maceration process, they were able to observe several
structures associated with healing, including erythrocytes and blood clots with H&E and
glycophorin immunostain from a wound of 34-minutes survival. Weigert stain was also able to
demonstrate the presence of fibrin within a blood clot. A weakness in Cattaneo et al. (2010) was
the use of a simulated decomposition process. Maceration uses water to aid in removal of soft
tissue, keeping the bone moist, and was only carried out for one week. Many skeletal cases are
found weeks to months after death and there has been no investigation into whether skeletal
fractures can be dated through histology this long after death.
Red blood cells, the main component of hemorrhage, have also been discovered in
several mummified cases from thousands of years ago (Janko et al. 2012; Zimmerman 1973).
Recently, a combination of atomic force microscopy and Raman spectroscopy (a biochemical
identification technique) was able to isolate and confirm the presence of erythrocytes and a
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probably fibrin deposit at a site of injury that occurred over 5000 years ago in the Tyrolean
Iceman. Degradation of the erythrocytes was observed and was attributed to numerous
processes, including environmental effects and localized changes caused by wound healing
(Janko et al. 2012). Well preserved erythrocytes and possible bone marrow were also found
using basic stains like H&E and a modified decalcification process in bone from a Middle
Bronze Age site (ca. 1600-1300 BC) in Italy (Setzer et al. 2013). Setzer et al. (2013) varied the
acid and time used in demineralization and varied the thickness of sections to determine the best
combination to view the erythrocytes and possible bone marrow. The authors noted that this
could be a unique case of preservation from this site, but also stated that it could be indicative of
an unknown and more common mechanism during decomposition. These cases show extreme
examples of how environment after time of death can affect decomposition and preservation of
tissues.

Timing of Wounds
Wound timing relies on the ability to visualize healing factors to denote antemortem
trauma. As previously discussed, it is possible for histology to allow for detection of healing
processes in younger wounds than macroscopic examination. However, the literature lacks
specific detail on these short-term healing processes in skeletal tissue (Cattaneo et al. 2010; Feik
et al. 1997; Hernandez-Cueto et al. 2000; Kimmerle and Baraybar 2008; Ohshima 2000;
Oehmichen 2004; Sauer 1998; Shipman 1981; White et al. 2012; Wieberg and Wescott 2008).
Unfortunately, few studies have examined histological skeletal wound aging (Pechnikoca et al.
2011).
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As previously stated, Cattaneo et al. (2010) performed a simulated five day
decomposition process on six fractures of various ages to test what structures associated with
healing processes would be visible. While the sample sizes were small, this study documented
visibility of healing structures including fibrin deposits, hemorrhage, and new bone growth on
macerated bone with fractures that occurred between 34 minutes and 26 days prior to the
decedent’s death. Some effort has also been made to use microscopic examination of bone tissue
to help differentiate between ante- and postmortem fractures using histology. Pechnikova et al.
(2011) examined whether fracture propagation would travel along cement lines or lamellae or
whether it would break through with no regard to the lamellae. They found that there was no
difference between fresh and dry bone, and that slightly more fractures would travel across
lamellae as opposed to around the osteon strucutre.

Skeletal Histology in Pathology
As previously noted, histology is invaluable to forensic pathologists during autopsy.
Typically, pathologists use soft tissue histology to help diagnose pathologies and time injuries.
They use skeletal histology for the same reasons (Adler 2000; Betz 1995; Betz et al. 1992a,
1992b, 1995; Burke 1998; Cattaneo et al. 2010; Dettmeyer 2011; Dreßler et al. 1997, 1998;
Enlow 1966; Fechner et al. 1991; Grellner and Glenewinkel 1997; Grellner and Madea 2007;
Hernandez-Cueto et al. 2000; Kondo 2007; Kondo and Ishida 2010; Shih 2009; Oehmichen
2004; Ohshima 2000; Prahlow and Byard 2012; Raekallio 1960, 1980; Roulson et al. 2005;
Schultz 1997; Wyler 1996).
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Wound Aging
As in anthropology, pathology also uses gross and microscopic healing processes to age
wounds. Zumwalt and Fanizza-Orphanos (1990) reviewed the literature to synthesize knowledge
on dating infant rib fractures. These methods included gross and histological methods, and
found that much of the reported research had used animal models. While useful, the results are
not directly comparable. The authors concluded that infants heal faster than adults and that there
may be complicating factors that may interfere with normal bone healing. The stains used were
not reported, but included figures appear to be H&E, which is a standard stain in histology.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of nineteen specimens representing both fractured and un-fractured bones used as
control samples were taken from nine individuals (n=9) in the Hillsborough County Medical
Examiner’s Office (HCMEO). Ribs were typically used due to the high frequency of fractures,
but samples from hard calluses from a femur and a tibia were also used. The specimens were
sampled at various time points, including at time of autopsy, two weeks after autopsy, four
weeks after autopsy, and six weeks after autopsy. This created a total of 56 samples that were
then each cut for four (4) slides resulting in a total of 224 slides. Each slide was stained using
one of four stains chosen to highlight specific structures: hematoxylin and eosin, trichrome, iron,
and elastin stains. Individuals included males (n=7) and females (n=2), European Americans
(n=7) and African Americans (n=2), and various causes of death. Chapter Four outlines the
materials and samples used, followed by the sampling and processing methods used. Methods of
analysis are discussed for each of the four stains used, as well as the statistical methods used to
determine statistical significance.

Materials
For the purposes of this thesis research, the following terms were used to differentiate
between individuals, fractures sampled, and the slides from those samples. This differentiation
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was used because each specimen had multiple samples taken which were then cut for multiple
slides. Refer to Table 4.1 for a list of definitions of each term.

Table 4.1. Definitions of terms used: Individuals, specimens, samples, and slides.
Term
Definition
Individual
decedent with at least one fracture that was taken as a specimen
Specimen
single fracture or control that was sampled
Sample
single block created from a single fracture or control specimen at a
specific time point
Slide
a single histologically stained slide originating from a sample

A total of nineteen specimens (n=19) were taken from nine decedents (n=9). Seven
decedents (n=7) had only rib fractures, one decedent (n=1) had rib fractures and a calloused
tibial fracture, and one decedent (n=1) only had a calloused femoral fracture. Eight rib fracture
samples were taken, one from each of eight individuals, within a one month period from the
HCMEO.
Rib fractures were caused by motor vehicle accidents with and without CPR (n=6),
intentional (n=1) or accidental (n=1) falls, or resuscitative efforts, i.e. CPR following collapse
(n=1). Survival time ranged from the time the injury occurred to death, a maximum of 24 hours.
Specimens were taken from both men (n=7) and women (n=2). Ancestry, as used by the
HCMEO, was noted but was not the primary focus of this research leading to an unequal
distribution of European American (n=7) and African American (n=2) individuals. A control
sample of undamaged rib was also taken from each individual who had a rib fracture (n=8). In
addition, specimens were taken from a tibia fracture (n=2) and a femoral fracture (n=1) to
observe the histological effects of fractures in the hard callous phase. Table 4.2 lists all
individuals, specimens, samples, and slides.
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Methods for Sampling
The rib specimens were taken by isolating the rib fracture using a Stryker saw during
autopsy and then cut to fit into the size of the histology cassettes, approximately 1” x 1.25”. The
specimen was then divided into three or four samples using a scalpel blade to cut perpendicular
to the fracture line. Each sample was then placed into a labeled histology cassette. One sample
was submerged in a formalin solution and submitted for staining to the University of South
Florida Department of Pathology and Cell Biology Histology Laboratory (USF Histology
Laboratory) at the time of the autopsy, and the others were placed in a non-air-conditioned room
at the HCMEO to be submitted at two week, four week, and six week intervals. Intervals for
each sample are listed in Table 4.2. A control specimen from an un-fractured portion of the
same rib was also collected and underwent the same protocol for each case.

Table 4.2. Description of individuals, specimens, samples, and slides taken.
Individual Specimen
Samples
1 (control)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
1
2 (rib fracture)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
1 (rib fracture)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
2
2 (control)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
1 (control)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 6 weeks
3
2 (rib fracture)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 6 weeks
1 (control)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 6 weeks
4
2 (rib fracture)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 6 weeks
1 (control)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
5
2 (rib fracture)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
1 (control)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
6
2 (rib fracture)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
3 (femur fracture callous)
Autopsy, Autopsy
1 (control)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
7
2 (rib fracture)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
1 (tibia fracture callous)
Autopsy
8
2 (tibia fracture callous)
Autopsy
1 (control)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
9
2 (rib fracture)
Autopsy, 2 weeks, 4 weeks
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The last sample taken was inked on both cut edges using a standard histology ink to aid
in identification of the fracture. This was done using standard histology ink by placing a thin
coating of ink onto the cut edges of the specimen and blotting to remove excess. The specimen
was then treated as all other specimens from this experiment. This was an adaptation of the
inking procedure used by Cattaneo et. al (2010), where the authors inked the fracture edge in
order to positively identify the fracture. The modification used for the current research allows
identification of the fracture and allows for a clearer view of the fracture edge.
Specimens from tibial and femoral fractures were exposed by a single incision through
the overlaying soft tissue. A Stryker saw was then used to remove a thin ellipse of bone,
approximately 2-4 mm in thickness, which extended from the callous towards the normal
surrounding bone. The window was then divided into two pieces, submerged in a formalin
solution, and submitted at the time of the autopsy to be processed at the USF Histology
Laboratory.

Table 4.3. Stains used to examine healing processes.
Stain
Description
H&E
Standard histological stain
Trichrome
Fibrous tissue, fibrin, collagen
Iron
Iron from remote hemorrhages
Elastin
Elastin

Each sample was decalcified, embedded in paraffin, and then sectioned into four slides.
These slides were stained using one of the four selected staining procedures shown in Table 4.3.
The hematoxylin and eosin staining method (H&E) is a standard staining procedure widely used
in the field of pathology. Samples are stained with a blue basophilic stain which stains nuclei
and counter stained with a red eosinophilic stain which stains the extracellular matrix and other
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tissue structures. This stain is so routinely used in pathology that a slide stained with H&E was
always included when fixing a sample at the USF Histology Laboratory, and was included in this
study due to its widespread use. Trichrome stain is a staining method comprised of three stains
that differentially stain types of connective tissue. Collagen and connective tissues are stained
blue, nuclei are stained dark blue or purple, and muscle and red blood cells are stained red. This
stain was chosen for this research due to its ability to differentiate between different connective
tissues. Prussian blue, an iron stain, causes a chemical reaction with hemosiderin (a by-product
of the breakdown of hemoglobin in red blood cells) which creates a blue pigment where iron is
present. This staining procedure is often used for identification of remote hemorrhages, and was
included in this study in order to assess whether acute hemorrhage would be visible after
autopsy. Elastin stain darkly colors tissue where the elastin protein is present. Elastin is present
in several early stages of wound healing, and its presence would denote survival past time of
injury. The visibility of this throughout decomposition would be invaluable in timing wounds.

Methods for Analysis
In total, 224 slides were analyzed by transmission light microscopy using a Nikon
Optiphot-2 Multihead Microscope. Each slide was placed on the microscope stage individually
and initially observed at low magnification (20x). Higher magnification (100x, 200x, etc.) was
used as necessary to better view specific structures.

Iron and Elastin Stain
If the slide was stained with iron stain, it was scored as positive or negative for iron based
on the visibility of the characteristic blue color that denotes its presence. Slides stained with the
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elastin stain were also scored positive or negative depending on the visibility of the resulting
dark blue or black coloring of elastin. Areas around the fracture were initially observed,
followed by observation of the rest of the slide.

H&E and Trichrome Stain
Seven variables were scored on the H&E and trichrome slides while under observation:








identification of the fracture edge
presence of hemorrhage
presence of the osteocyte nuclei
presence of nuclei in cells in the marrow
extent of marrow dehydration
presence of bacterial and fungal colonies
presence of fibrin

Identification of the fracture edge was scored as a positive or negative and was completed first.
This was accomplished through a combination of factors that distinguished the fracture edge
from the cut edges. Hemorrhage, if present, would be concentrated around the fracture edge but
not the cut edge. Cut edges visible in the slide were created using a Stryker saw, so the edge
would appear straight and possibly have slight crushing of the cortical bone. If the sample
remained partially connected or in its original orientation until it was embedded in paraffin, the
fracture edges should have been juxtaposed with the cut edges on the outer edges of the slide.
The presence of hemorrhage was scored on a two outcome response using presence of
hemorrhage and absence of hemorrhage as categories. The area immediately around the fracture
was initially observed before the remainder of the slide. Erythrocytes are made in marrow so
there are always erythrocytes present in the medullary cavity. Hemorrhage was noted when a
larger than normal concentration of red blood cells was observed in the medullary cavity or
surrounding tissues. Figure 4.1A shows an example of hemorrhage (red arrow).
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Visibility of osteocyte nuclei was scored on a four outcome scale. Scores were “1” or
approximately 76-100% visible, “2” or approximately 51-75%, “3” or approximately 26-50%
visible, and “4” or approximately 0-25% present. When observing osteocyte nuclei, empty
lacunae were counted as missing nuclei and lacunae with nuclei visible were counted as present
nuclei. This variable was scored by first observing the immediate area of the fracture before
continuing to the remainder of the slide.
Visibility of nuclei in cells located in marrow was also scored on a four outcome scale.
Scores were “1” or approximately 76-100% visible (Figure 4.1A, B), “2” or approximately 5175%, “3” or approximately 26-50% visible, and “4” or approximately 0-25% present (Figure
4.1C). The presence of visible nuclei in the marrow was noted by looking for areas of marrow
and comparing the area with the number of visible nuclei. Large areas of extracellular matrix
with little to no nuclei received low scores.
The extent of marrow dehydration was scored as one of three outcomes. Scores were “3”
or very dehydrated (Figure 4.1C), “2” or moderately dehydrated (Figure 4.1B), and “1” or no
dehydration noted (Figure 4.1A). This was determined by the density of marrow and the area
covered by the extracellular matrix as compared to the specimen taken at time of autopsy.
The presence of bacteria and fungi was scored on a three outcome scale. Scores were “3”
or highly present (Figure 4.1C), “2” or present (Figure 4.1B), and “1” or absent (Figure 4.1A).
Bacteria and fungi were observed in colonies, and were considered highly present when bacterial
and fungal growth pervaded the majority of the slide.
The presence of fibrin deposits was scored on a binary scale. Scores were present or
absent. Deposits were observable under high magnification, and were searched for at the edge of
the fracture first before examining the remainder of the slide.
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A

B

C
Figure 4.1. Example specimen at time of autopsy (A), after two weeks (B), and after six weeks
(C). (A) scored positive for hemorrhage (red arrow). (B) and (C) both exhibit bacterial and
fungal growth (blue arrows). Trichrome, 200x.

Slides were photographed after analysis using a Nikon D3200 digital camera, which was
attached to the (previously mentioned) microscope. The image was displayed through a Dell
monitor, and the picture was adjusted using the standard microscope controls to move the
fracture into the center of the frame. The image was observed and photographed through a
single polarized light filter. The magnification and settings used for each photograph were
noted. A remote was used to avoid excess movement of the setup to minimize blurring of the
image.
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Scored results were totaled in Microsoft Excel 2010. This program was also used to
calculate frequencies and create graphs. All variables are summarized in Table 4.4 showing the
associated stain, variable name, and scale used.

Table 4.4. Variables analyzed using transmission light microscopy with associated scales.
Stain
Variable
Scale or Ranking
Prussian blue (Iron)
Presence of Iron from Remote
1 (Absent)
Hemorrhage
2 (Present)
Elastin
Presence of Elastin
1 (Absent)
2 (Present)
H&E and Trichrome
Identification of Fracture
1 (ID Not Possible)
2 (ID Possible)
H&E and Trichrome
Presence of Hemorrhage
1 (No Hemorrhage Noted)
2 (Hemorrhage Present)
H&E and Trichrome
Presence of Osteocyte Nuclei
1 (76-100% Visible)
2 (51-75% Visible)
3 (26-50% Visible)
4 (0-25% Visible)
H&E and Trichrome
Presence of Marrow Nuclei
1 (76-100% Visible)
2 (51-75% Visible)
3 (26-50% Visible)
4 (0-25% Visible)
H&E and Trichrome
Extent of Marrow Dehydration
1 (Dehydration Absent)
2 (Slight Dehydration)
3 (Pronounced Dehydration)
H&E and Trichrome
Presence of Bacteria and Fungi
1 (Absent)
2 (Present)
3 (Highly Present)
H&E and Trichrome
Presence of Fibrin
1 (Absent)
2 (Present)

Mann Whitney U tests, Kruskal-Wallis One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), and
Hierarchical and K-Means Cluster Analyses were employed to numerically analyze the collected
data. Data were first tested for normality using a Shapiro-Wilk Test for Normality to reinforce
and provide additional support for the use of non-parametric tests. Non-parametric tests were
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employed instead of parametric tests due to small sample sizes and the use of ordinal variables
(Madrigal 2012). All statistical tests were run using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 21.
After initial analysis using the previously mentioned scales, the four variables with more
than two rankings were reclassified into binary scales and same progression of tests was applied.
The binary scales are shown in Table 4.5. Desiccation of marrow and presence of bacteria and
fungi were counted as present or absent. The number of osteocyte nuclei visible and the number
of nuclei visible in the marrow were divided as below 50% (a combination of scores “3” and
“4”) and above 50% (a combination of scores “1” and “2”). Statistical tests were performed on
the binary scale to test whether a simplified scale would show similar results to a more complex
and potentially more subjective scale.

Table 4.5. Binary scales for variables originally scored with more than two ranks.
Variables were analyzed using transmission light microscopy.
Stain
Variable
Scale or Ranking
H&E and Trichrome
Presence of Osteocyte Nuclei
1 (51-100% Visible)
2 (0-50 Visible)
H&E and Trichrome
Presence of Marrow Nuclei
1 (51-100% Visible)
2 (0-50 Visible)
H&E and Trichrome
Extent of Marrow Dehydration
1 (Dehydration Absent)
2 (Dehydration Present)
H&E and Trichrome
Presence of Bacteria and Fungi
1 (Absent)
2 (Present)

Hypotheses Testing
The research design discussed above was used to investigate three hypotheses. These
hypotheses were tested using Mann-Whitney U tests, Kruskal-Wallis 1-way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) tests, K-means Cluster Analysis, and Hierarchical Cluster Analysis.
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Hypothesis One: Multi-Stain Histology
Hypothesis One stated that the use of multiple stains would allow increased visualization
of structures relating to healing that are not normally seen in standard histological staining: the
use of trichrome stain in addition to H&E would allow better increased distinction between
connective tissues, Prussian blue stain would provide clearer visualization of hemorrhage, and
elastin stain would show the presence of elastin which is important in several stages of healing.
Each stain was scored on corresponding variables mentioned above.
Tests for the first hypothesis were chosen to show whether there was a difference in the
visualization ability of the stains used. H&E and Trichrome stains were tested against one
another because they can be used to examine the same structures. A total of 108 slides (n=108)
were compared to test this hypothesis. Fracture identification, hemorrhage, number of osteocyte
nuclei visible, number of nuclei visible in the marrow, desiccation of marrow, presence of
bacteria and fungi, and presence of fibrin were tested as variables. A Mann-Whitney U Test was
then performed on the two stains to determine whether there was any difference in ability to
visualize different cell types and microscopic structures.

Hypothesis Two: Healing Factors
Hypothesis Two stated that microscopic evidence of healing would be visible in a
sequential pattern, allowing prediction of fracture timing in earlier stages of healing than with
macroscopic analysis. The second hypothesis was tested by assigning each specimen to an
ordinal scale determined by the time of survival after injury. Only fracture samples taken at time
of autopsy (n=20) were used for this analysis to remove the influence of taphonomy from the
data and to focus on samples that would be undergoing healing. Survival time, while generally
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viewed as a continuous variable, was grouped into three categories to account for small sample
sizes and to better compare samples. There were three groupings: at time of death, one day
survival, and greater than one month survival. Exact times for the well healed hard callouses
were unknown so they were grouped together in the last category. Hard callouses first form
between three and four weeks after injury, but both specimens showed evidence of remodeling
and mature bone growth, increasing likely survival time to greater than one month. The family
of each individual had estimated that the injuries were sustained months to years before time of
death.
Ten variables were tested in total: presence of elastin from elastin stain; presence of
hemorrhage from iron stain; and presence of hemorrhage, presence of fibrin, number of
osteocyte nuclei visible, and number of nuclei visible in the marrow from both H&E and
trichrome stains. A Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA was run to test statistical significance of
variables between the three survival time categories.

Hypothesis Three: Taphonomy and Decompositional Changes
The third hypothesis stated that the structures associated with healing that were observed
microscopically would lyse and/or decompose within 4 weeks of autopsy when left exposed and
not preserved. The effects of time on decomposition were tested by comparing samples at
different times after death (n=56). The four time categories were: 1) the time of autopsy, 2) two
weeks after autopsy, 3) four weeks after autopsy, and 4) six weeks after autopsy. Samples from
healed fractures were only submitted at the time of autopsy so these data were excluded to avoid
influencing the autopsy samples.
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Fourteen variables were tested in total: presence of elastin from elastin stain; presence of
hemorrhage from iron stain; and presence of hemorrhage, level of desiccation of marrow,
presence of bacteria and fungi, presence of fibrin, number of osteocyte nuclei visible, and
number of nuclei visible in the marrow from both H&E and trichrome stains. To ensure that
control samples underwent the same taphonomic changes as fracture samples, the fourteen
variables were tested isolating each time cohort and using fracture and control sample types as
grouping criteria. The control samples were tested against the fracture samples using a MannWhitney U Test to determine if there was a significant difference between the sample types. A
Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA was then run on each variable to see if any statistical difference
was present between the time points.
A Hierarchical Cluster Analysis using Ward’s cluster method and squared Euclidean
distance was then run using the variables found significant in the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA. Four
groups would be ideal so groups of two through five clusters were examined and viewed against
the time since autopsy to see if the time cohorts would cluster together. A Kruskal-Wallis 1-way
ANOVA was performed to identify if there was a significant difference of distribution of time
cohorts between the clusters within each test.
A K-Means Cluster Analysis was then performed to determine if a cluster method based
on centroids, like K-Means Cluster Analysis, would better model the data than a cluster method
based on connectivity, like Hierarchical Cluster Analysis. The K-Means Cluster Analysis was
performed with 10 iterations on the 14 variables used in the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis. The
analysis was run for two through five clusters and viewed against the time since autopsy to see
how time cohorts grouped. A Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA was then performed to identify the
significance of differences of time cohorts between the clusters within each test.
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Cluster Analyses were employed instead of other tests like Time Series Analysis or
multiple linear regressions because few time periods were tested and the time periods were being
treated as discrete groups instead of as a continual process. Additional testing to better analyze
temporal associations should be done if samples are taken at an increased rate in future
experiments. Future analysis could lead to the creation of time series forcasting or multiple
linear regression models, similar to those used in macroscopic decomposition studies, such as
that done by Pope (2010).
Non-binary variables were then reclassified and the testing algorithm repeated to deduce
whether the results would be similar to using non-binary variables. Reclassified variables were
level of desiccation of marrow, presence of bacteria and fungi, number of osteocyte nuclei
visible, and number of nuclei visible in the marrow from both H&E and trichrome stains.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
RESULTS

Sixteen (16) variables were observed through 224 slides taken from nineteen specimens.
These variables were specifically chosen to show the sequential manner of inflammation and
repair that occurs after injury as well as the potential presence of a predictable pattern of effects
caused by taphonomy and degradation after death. The analyzed slides are reported in groups by
staining method in order to determine the abilities of each stain. Statistical results are then
reported testing each of the three previously mentioned hypotheses.

Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) Stain
The hematoxylin and eosin staining method (H&E) is a standard staining procedure
widely used in the field of pathology. Nuclei in the sample are stained blue and the extracellular
matrix is counter stained in shades of pink and red.
Fracture edge identification was paramount to the rest of the analysis and was the first
step performed. Identification was complicated by many of the rib fracture samples separating at
the fracture into two pieces either in transport or processing before the rib samples were
embedded in paraffin. In total, the fracture edge was identified in 76% of the fracture slides (19
out of 25 total) either by presence of hemorrhage, fracture edge characteristic, or positioning of
rib pieces. Three of the twenty-five slides were bad cuts from the block, and did not contain the
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entirety of the sample. With these three slides removed, the rate of identification rose to 86%
(19/22). The final fracture specimen was inked on the cut edges, which lead to differing
circumstances for fracture edge identification. Excluding these two slides lead to a final
identification rate of 85% (17/20) for non-inked samples. For inked samples, fracture
identification was 100% (2/2).
Hemorrhage was scored as present or absent. A slide was considered to be positive for
hemorrhage when a larger than normal concentration of red blood cells was present in either the
medullary cavity or the surrounding tissues. As shown in Table 5.1, hemorrhage was observed
in 45% (9/20) of samples (six fractures and three controls) at time of autopsy, but was only
observed in one fracture sample at two weeks (7.14% of total samples taken two weeks after
autopsy), one fracture sample at four weeks (6.25% of total samples taken four weeks after
autopsy) and zero samples at six weeks.

Table 5.1. Frequencies of slides stained with H&E with hemorrhage present.
Time Point
Present (n)
Total (n)
Frequency
Time of Autopsy
9
20
45%
Two weeks post-autopsy 1
14
7.14%
Four weeks post-autopsy 1
15
6.25%
Six weeks post-autopsy
0
4
0%

Osteocyte nuclei were scored by determining the ratio of visible nuclei to the sum of
empty and occupied lacunae. Percentages of visible nuclei were categorized into one of the four
ranges previously noted and recorded. Table 5.2 shows the frequencies of each range for each
time point. As shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.1, less osteocyte nuclei were visible as time
passed from the time of autopsy. The most common percentage visible range for samples at time
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of autopsy was 75-100% with 81.25% of slides (13/16), after two weeks decomposition was 75100% with 42.86% of slides (6/14), after four weeks decomposition was 50-74% with 62.5% of
slides (10/16), and after six weeks decomposition was <24% with 50% of slides (2/4). While the
percentage of osteocyte nuclei visible diminishes over time, nuclei were still visible six weeks
after autopsy.

Table 5.2. Frequency of slides stained with H&E of each category of percent osteocyte
nuclei visible by weeks since time of autopsy.
Time Since
<24% (n) 25-49% (n) 50-74% (n) 75-100% (n) Total (n)
Autopsy
At Time of Autopsy 0
1 (6.25%)
2 (12.5%)
13 (81.25%) 16 (100%)
Two Weeks
1 (7.14%) 2 (14.29%) 5 (35.71%) 6 (42.86%)
14 (100%)
Four Weeks
1 (6.25%) 3 (18.75)
10 (62.5%) 2 (12.5%)
16 (100%)
Six Weeks
2 (50%)
1 (25%)
0
1 (25%)
4 (100%)
Note: Percentages are calculated from time cohorts.

Percent of slides

Scoring of Percent Osteocyte Nuclei Visible by Weeks Since Time
of Autopsy using H&E Stain
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Figure 5.1. Numbers of slides are displayed as percentages of a whole representing the entire
sample size from each time point (Week 0, 2, 4, or 6). The number of slides in each score taken
at each time point is displayed as a number inside the corresponding colored section of each bar.
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Visibility of nuclei in the marrow was scored by determining the ratio of visible nuclei to
the area of marrow present. Percentages of visible nuclei were categorized into one of the four
ranges previously noted and recorded. Table 5.3 shows the frequencies of each range for each
time point. As shown in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.2, fewer marrow nuclei were visible as time
passes from the time of autopsy. The most common percentage visible range for samples at time
of autopsy was 75-100% with 100% of slides (16/16), after two weeks decomposition was 75100% with 100% of slides (14/14), after four weeks decomposition was 75-100% with 75% of
slides (12/16), and after six weeks decomposition was <24% and 25-49% each with 50% of
slides (2/4). While the percentage of visible nuclei in the marrow diminished over time, nuclei
were still visible six weeks after autopsy. The drop in visible nuclei in the marrow corresponded
to the dehydration of the extracellular matrix also present in the marrow which began at the two
week after autopsy time point.

Table 5.3. Frequency of slides stained with H&E of each category of percent marrow
nuclei visible by weeks since time of autopsy.
Time Since
<24% (n) 25-49% (n) 50-74% (n) 75-100% (n) Total (n)
Autopsy
At Time of Autopsy 0
0
0
16 (100%)
16 (100%)
Two Weeks
0
0
0
14 (100%)
14 (100%)
Four Weeks
1 (6.25%) 2 (12.5%)
1 (6.25%)
12 (75%)
16 (100%)
Six Weeks
2 (50%)
2 (50%)
0
0
4 (100%)
Note: Percentages are calculated from time cohorts.
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Percent of Slides
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Figure 5.2. Numbers of slides are displayed as percentages of a whole representing the entire
sample size from each time point (Week 0, 2, 4, or 6). The number of slides in each score taken
at each time point is displayed as a number inside the corresponding colored section of each bar.

Marrow dehydration was scored as absent, moderate dehydration, or severe dehydration.
This was a relative measure comparing each time point to the amount of marrow present at the
time of autopsy for that specimen. As shown in Figure 5.3, 100% (16/16) of samples from time
of autopsy showed no dehydration because this was the baseline measurement. By two weeks
after autopsy, 100% of samples (14/14) showed moderate dehydration. Four weeks after time of
autopsy, 81.25% of slides (13/16) showed moderate dehydration and 18.75% of slides (3/16)
showed severe dehydration. For 100% of slides (4/4) from six weeks after the time of autopsy,
severe dehydration was noted.
The presence of bacteria and fungi, seen in colonies, was scored as absent, present, or
highly present. The highly present score was characterized by proliferation of bacteria and fungi
throughout the sample. Resulting frequencies are shown in Table 5.4. Bacterial and fungal
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growth was absent in 100% of samples (20/20) from time of autopsy. Colonies were present in
64.29% of samples (9/14) after two weeks decomposition. For 7.14% of samples (1/14) after
two weeks, significant growth was noted. Bacterial and fungal colonies were present in 87.5%
of samples (14/16) after four weeks of decomposition. After four weeks, 50% of total samples at
four weeks (8/16) showed significant bacterial and fungal growth. Bacterial and fungal colonies
were present in 100% of samples (4/4) after six weeks. Moderate growth was noted in 50% of
these samples (2/4), significant growth was noted in the other 50% of samples (2/4).
The presence of fibrin was scored as absent or present. Fibrin deposits were only
observed at high magnification and were only visible in 1.85% of samples (1/54).
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Figure 5.3. Numbers of slides are displayed as percentages of a whole representing the entire
sample size from each time point (Week 0, 2, 4, or 6). The number of slides in each score taken
at each time point is displayed as a number inside the corresponding colored section of each bar.
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Table 5.4. Frequency of slides with bacterial and fungal growth over time using H&E.
Time Since Autopsy Absent (n)
Present (n)
Highly Present (n)
Total (n)
At Time of Autopsy
20 (100%)
0
0
20 (100%)
Two Weeks
5 (35.71%)
8 (57.14%)
1 (7.14%)
14 (100%)
Four Weeks
2 (12.5%)
6 (37.5%)
8 (50%)
16 (100%)
Six Weeks
0
2 (50%)
2 (50%)
4 (100%)
Note: Percentages are calculated from time cohorts.

Iron Stain
Iron stain, also known as Prussian blue stain, stains areas positive for iron a dark blue.
Positive results in 16.98% of samples (9/53) showed weak positives either in the muscle tissue or
systemically throughout the marrow cavity. All samples were considered diagnostically negative
because the areas positive for iron were weakly stained throughout the medullary cavity with no
clear relation to the fracture.

Elastin Stain
Elastin stain preferentially colors areas where elastin is present with a dark black. In
18.87% of samples (10/53), there were areas positive for elastin. In 60% of these (6/10), the
positives were weak with no direct relation to the fracture area, and the other 40% (4/10) were
samples from fractures that had undergone significant healing and were in the hard callous
phase. All four samples from fractures in the hard callous phase were positive for elastin in the
periosteal region on the exterior of the cortical bone, and three of the four were positive for
elastin in areas within the callous.
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Trichrome Stain
The trichrome staining method is a staining procedure widely used in the field of
pathology. Samples are stained with several different colored stains to represent multiple tissue
structures. The trichrome used in this project stains collagen and connective tissue blue, nuclei
dark blue or purple, and muscle and red blood cells red. Similar structures can be observed with
trichrome and H&E, and the methods for scoring each variable were the same as those discussed
above in the H&E section. Scoring for each variable will still be stated at the beginning of each
paragraph for convenience.
In total, the fracture edge was identified in 76% of the slides (19 out of 25 total) either by
presence of hemorrhage, fracture edge characteristic, or positioning of rib pieces. Two of the
twenty-five slides were bad cuts from the block, and did not contain the entirety of the sample.
With these removed, the rate of identification rose to 82.61% (19/23). The final fracture
specimen was inked on the cut edges, leading to differing circumstances for fracture edge
identification. Excluding these two slides lead to a final identification rate of 80.95% (17/21) for
non-inked samples. Fracture identification was 100% (2/2) for inked samples.
Hemorrhage was scored as present or absent. Hemorrhage was observed in 60% of slides
(12/20) at time of autopsy (six fractures and six controls) but was only observed in one fracture
sample at two weeks (7.14% of total samples taken two weeks after autopsy), one fracture
sample and one control sample at four weeks (12.5% of total samples taken four weeks after
autopsy) and zero samples at six weeks. See Table 5.5 for results.
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Table 5.5. Frequencies of slides stained with trichrome with hemorrhage present.
Time Point
Present (n)
Total (n)
Frequency
Time of Autopsy
12
20
60%
Two weeks post-autopsy 1
14
7.14%
Four weeks post-autopsy 2
15
12.5%
Six weeks post-autopsy
0
4
0%

Osteocyte nuclei were scored by determining the ratio of visible nuclei to the sum of
empty and occupied lacunae. Percentages of visible nuclei were categorized into one of the four
ranges previously noted and recorded. Table 5.6 shows the frequencies of each range for each
time point. As shown in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.4, fewer osteocyte nuclei were visible as time
passed from the time of autopsy. The most common percentage visible range for samples at time
of autopsy was 75-100% with 66.66% of slides (10/15), after two weeks decomposition was
<24%, 25-49%, and 75-100% each with 28.57% of slides (4/14), after four weeks
decomposition was 25-49% with 56.25% of slides (9/16), and after six weeks decomposition was
<24% with 50% of slides (2/4). While the percentage of osteocyte nuclei visible diminished over
time, nuclei were still visible six weeks after autopsy.

Table 5.6. Frequency of slides stained with trichrome of each category of percent
osteocyte nuclei visible by weeks since time of autopsy.
Time Since
<24% (n) 25-49% (n) 50-74% (n) 75-100% (n) Total (n)
Autopsy
At Time of Autopsy 0
3 (20%)
2 (13.33%) 10 (66.66%) 15 (100%)
Two Weeks
4 (28.57%) 4 (28.57%) 2 (14.29%) 4 (28.57%)
14 (100%)
Four Weeks
4 (25%)
9 (56.25%) 3 (18.75%) 0
16 (100%)
Six Weeks
2 (50%)
1 (25%)
1 (25%)
0
4 (100%)
Note: Percentages are calculated from time cohorts.
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Figure 5.4. Numbers of slides are displayed as percentages of a whole representing the entire
sample size from each time point (Week 0, 2, 4, or 6). The number of slides in each score taken
at each time point is displayed as a number inside the corresponding colored section of each bar.

Visibility of nuclei in the marrow was scored by determining the ratio of visible nuclei to
the area of marrow present. Percentages of visible nuclei were categorized into one of the four
ranges previously noted and recorded. Table 5.7 shows the frequencies of each range for each
time point. As shown in Table 5.7 and Figure 5.5, fewer marrow nuclei were visible as time
passes from the time of autopsy. The most common percentage visible range for samples at time
of autopsy was 75-100% with 100% of slides (16/16), after two weeks decomposition was 75100% with 100% of slides (14/14), after four weeks decomposition was 75-100% with 75% of
slides (12/16), and after six weeks decomposition was <24% and 25-49% each with 50% of
slides (2/4). While the percentage of visible nuclei in the marrow diminished over time, nuclei
were still visible six weeks after autopsy. The drop in visible nuclei in the marrow corresponded
to the dehydration of the extracellular matrix also present in the marrow which began at the two
week after autopsy time point.
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Table 5.7. Frequency of slides stained with trichrome of each category of percent marrow
nuclei visible by weeks since time of autopsy.
Time Since
<24% (n) 25-49% (n) 50-74% (n) 75-100% (n) Total (n)
Autopsy
At Time of Autopsy 0
0
0
16 (100%)
16 (100%)
Two Weeks
0
0
0
14 (100%)
14 (100%)
Four Weeks
1 (6.25%) 3 (18.75%) 0
12 (75%)
16 (100%)
Six Weeks
2 (50%)
2 (50%)
0
0
4 (100%)
Note: Percentages are calculated from time cohorts.
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Figure 5.5. Numbers of slides are displayed as percentages of a whole representing the entire
sample size from each time point (Week 0, 2, 4, or 6). The number of slides in each score taken
at each time point is displayed as a number inside the corresponding colored section of each bar.

Marrow dehydration was scored as absent, moderate dehydration, or severe dehydration.
As shown in Figure 5.6, 100% of samples (16/16) from time of autopsy were absent of
dehydration because this was the baseline measurement. By two weeks after autopsy, 100% of
samples (14/14) showed moderate dehydration. Four weeks after time of autopsy, 81.25% of
slides (13/16) showed moderate dehydration and 18.75% of slides (3/16) showed severe
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dehydration. For 100% of slides (4/4) at six weeks after time of autopsy, severe dehydration was
noted. These results for marrow dehydration were identical to those found using the H&E stain.
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Figure 5.6. Numbers of slides are displayed as percentages of a whole representing the entire
sample size from each time point (Week 0, 2, 4, or 6). The number of slides in each score taken
at each time point is displayed as a number inside the corresponding colored section of each bar.

The presence of bacteria and fungi, seen in colonies, was scored as absent, present, or
highly present. The highly present score was characterized by proliferation of bacteria and fungi
throughout the sample. Resulting frequencies are shown in Table 5.8. Bacterial and fungal
growth was absent in 100% of samples (20/20) from time of autopsy. Colonies were present in
71.42% of samples (10/14) after two weeks decomposition. Significant growth was noted in
21.42% of samples (3/14) after two weeks. Bacterial and fungal colonies were present in 75% of
samples (12/16) after four weeks of decomposition. For 43.75% of total samples at four weeks,
(7/16) significant bacterial and fungal growth was noted. Bacterial and fungal colonies were
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present in 75% of samples (3/4) after six weeks; 50% of samples (2/4) after six weeks showed
moderate growth and 25% (1/4) showed significant growth.
The presence of fibrin was scored as present or absent. Fibrin deposits were only
observed at high magnification and were only visible in 1.85% of samples (1/54). This was the
same frequency found through the H&E methodology.

Table 5.8. Frequency of slides with bacterial and fungal growth over time using
trichrome.
Time Since Autopsy Absent (n)
Present (n)
Highly Present (n)
Total (n)
At Time of Autopsy
20 (100%)
0
0
20 (100%)
Two Weeks
4 (28.57%)
7 (50%)
3 (21.42%)
14 (100%)
Four Weeks
4 (25%)
5 (31.25%)
7 (43.75%)
16 (100%)
Six Weeks
1 (25%)
2 (50%)
1 (50%)
4 (100%)
Note: Percentages are calculated from time cohorts.

Statistical Results
Assessing Normality
A Shapiro-Wilk Test of Normality was performed to test the normality of the data. All
data were non-normal, which is to be expected with data from autopsy. Non-parametric tests
were employed instead of parametric tests because the data were primarily comprised of ordinal
variables and the data are non-normal (Madrigal 2012).

Hypothesis One: Multi-Stain Histology
The first hypothesis stated that the use of multiple stains would allow additional
structures from healing to be visualized over those visible with standard staining alone (i.e.
H&E). While Iron and Elastin stains are solely used to visualize the presence of iron and elastin
respectively, H&E and trichrome stains are used for broad, general analysis of multiple tissue
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types and structures. A Mann-Whitney U Test was used to determine if there was a difference
between the structures and cells that could be visualized with H&E and trichrome stains.
A Mann-Whitney U Test was performed, comparing H&E to trichrome stain. Only the
number of osteocyte nuclei visible was significantly different between the two stains (p = 0.005).
All other variables were not statistically significant. Table 5.9 shows test results for all variables.
Raw data are presented in Figures 5.1-5.6, A1-A4 and Tables 5.2-5.8.

Table 5.9. Significance values for Mann-Whitney U Test of seven variables between H&E
stain and trichrome stain.
Variable
n
U
Z
p
Presence of Hemorrhage
100
1150.000
-0.907
0.364
Number of Osteocyte Nuclei Visible
99
844.000
-2.780
0.005*
Number of Visible Nuclei in the Marrow
100
1244.000
-0.065
0.948
Desiccation of Marrow
100
1250.000
0.000
1.000
Presence of Bacteria
98
1162.500
-0.293
0.769
Presence of Fibrin
100
1225.000
-0.583
0.560
Identification of fracture
50
312.5
0.000
1.000
Note: p is considered significant below 0.05; * denotes significant values

Each variable not scored on a binary scale was then re-categorized into one as described
in Chapter 4. A Mann-Whitney U Test was performed, comparing H&E to trichrome stain. As
with the more detailed scale, only the percentage of visible osteocyte nuclei was significantly
different between the two stains (p = 0.001). All other variables were not statistically significant.
Test results are listed in Table 5.10 for all variables. These results indicated little difference
between the visualization capabilities of trichrome and H&E stains. The difference between the
number of osteocyte nuclei visible may be due to differences in staining procedure.
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Table 5.10. Significance values for Mann-Whitney U Test of binary variables between
H&E stain and trichrome stain.
Variable
n
U
Z
p
Number of Osteocyte Nuclei Visible
99
819.500
-3.369
0.001*
Number of Visible Nuclei in the Marrow
100
1225.000
-0.279
0.781
Desiccation of Marrow
100
1250.000
0.000
1.000
Presence of Bacteria
98
1151.000
-0.402
0.688
Note: p is considered significant below 0.05; * denotes significant values

Hypothesis Two: Healing Factors
Hypothesis Two stated that microscopic evidence of healing would be visible in a
sequential pattern. The data used in the following tests only included fracture samples taken at
time of autopsy (n=20). This removed confounding factors from decompositional differences
and focused on the samples that would be undergoing healing processes instead of control
samples. Ten variables were tested: H&E and trichrome presence of hemorrhage, H&E and
trichrome presence of fibrin, H&E and trichrome percentage of osteocyte nuclei visible, H&E
and trichrome percentage of nuclei from cells in the marrow visible, elastin stain presence of
elastin, and iron stain presence of hemorrhage. Hard callous samples were omitted from analysis
involving the visibility of osteocyte nuclei and nuclei of cells in the bone marrow due to the hard
callous fractures originating on different bones from the other fracture samples. The hard callous
fractures were also sampled using a modified protocol. The H&E and trichrome presence of
bacteria and fungi and H&E and trichrome bone marrow dehydration variables were also not
included because they are measures for decomposition stages.
A Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA Test was performed to determine whether there was a
significant difference for the any of the ten variables between the three survival time ranges. Of
the ten variables, only two variables significantly different between the groups were the presence
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of elastin (p < 0.005) and the trichrome visualized presence of hemorrhage (p < 0.05). Test
results are shown in Table 5.11 and Table 5.12.

Table 5.11. Significance values for Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVAs of six variables
between survival times of at time of death, one day, and over one month.
Variable
n
X2
df
p
Iron Stain Presence of Iron
20
0.905
2
0.636
Elastin Stain Presence of Elastin
20
12.537
2
0.002*
H&E Presence of Hemorrhage
20
3.921
2
0.141
Trichrome Presence of Hemorrhage
20
7.690
2
0.021*
H&E Presence of Fibrin
20
0.000
2
1.000
Trichrome Presence of Fibrin
20
0.429
2
0.807
Note: p is considered significant below 0.05; * denotes significant values

Table 5.12. Significance values for Mann-Whitney U Tests of four variables between
survival times of at time of death and one day.
Variable
n
U
Z
p
H&E Percentage of Osteocyte Nuclei Visible
16
11.000
-0.700
0.700
Trichrome Percentage of Osteocyte Nuclei Visible
15
8.000
-1.018
0.476
H&E Percentage of Visible Nuclei in the Marrow
16
14.000
0.000
1.000
Trichrome Percentage of Visible Nuclei in the Marrow 16
14.000
0.000
1.000
Note: p is considered significant below 0.05

Variables not scored on binary scales (H&E percentage of osteocyte nuclei visible,
trichrome number of osteocyte nuclei visible, H&E percentage of cells in the marrow with
visible nuclei, and trichrome percentage of cells in the marrow with visible nuclei) were then
reclassified as discussed in Chapter 4. Mann-Whitney U Tests were then performed on all four
variables comparing the survival times of “at time of death” and “one day survival”. Results are
shown in Table 5.13. As discussed previously, these variables couldn’t be collected for samples
with a survival time of over one month because these four samples were taken from bones other
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than ribs and had a modified sampling procedure. Raw data are presented in Figures 5.1-5.6,
A1-A4 and Tables 5.2-5.8.

Table 5.13. Significance values for Mann-Whitney U Tests of four binary-reclassified
variables between survival times of at time of death and one day.
Variable
n
U
Z
p
H&E Percentage of Osteocyte Nuclei Visible
16
13.000
-0.378
0.933
Trichrome Percentage of Osteocyte Nuclei Visible
15
10.000
-0.734
0.686
H&E Percentage of Visible Nuclei in the Marrow
16
14.000
0.000
1.000
Trichrome Percentage of Visible Nuclei in the Marrow 16
14.000
0.000
1.000
Note: p is considered significant below 0.05

Hypothesis Three: Taphonomy and Decompositional Changes
For the following tests, the samples taken from healed fractures that were only submitted
at time of autopsy were removed which prevented the addition of confounding factors in an
analysis aimed at change since time of death. Fourteen variables were tested in total: presence of
elastin from elastin stain; presence of hemorrhage from iron stain; and presence of hemorrhage,
level of desiccation of marrow, presence of bacteria and fungi, presence of fibrin, number of
osteocyte nuclei visible, and number of nuclei visible in the marrow from both H&E and
trichrome stains. Control samples were tested against fracture samples within each time cohort
to ensure that these sample types were comparable. A Mann-Whitney U Test was performed on
each variable for samples at time of autopsy (n=16), two weeks post-autopsy (n=16), four weeks
post-autopsy (n=16), and six weeks post-autopsy (n=4) to compare control and fracture samples.
All variables were non-significant in all time cohorts, confirming that control and fracture
samples decompose in similar manners.
A Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA was then run on each variable comparing time cohorts.
All variables were significant at least at the p < 0.05 level except three: presence of elastin as
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shown by the elastin stain and presence of fibrin as shown by H&E and trichrome stains. These
three variables were removed from the following Cluster Analyses because they were shown not
to be significantly different between time cohorts. Levels of significance for all variables are
shown in Table 5.14.

Table 5.14. Significance values for Kruskal-Wallis Test of fourteen variables between
two-week time cohorts.
Variable
n
X2
df
p
H&E Presence of Hemorrhage
50
15.856 3
0.001*
H&E Number of Osteocyte Nuclei Visible
50
14.787 3
0.002*
H&E Number of Marrow Nuclei Visible
50
28.235 3
<0.0005*
H&E Desiccation of Marrow
50
44.894 3
<0.0005*
H&E Presence of Bacteria
50
28.839 3
<0.0005*
H&E Presence of Fibrin
50
2.125
3
0.547
Trichrome Presence of Hemorrhage
50
22.500 3
<0.0005*
Trichrome Number of Osteocyte Nuclei Visible
49
16.977 3
0.001*
Trichrome Number of Marrow Nuclei Visible
50
26.920 3
<0.0005*
Trichrome Desiccation of Marrow
50
44.894 3
<0.0005*
Trichrome Presence of Bacteria
50
21.047 3
<0.0005*
Trichrome Presence of Fibrin
50
1.148
3
0.765
Elastin Stain Presence of Elastin
50
1.521
3
0.677
Iron Stain Presence of Hemorrhage
50
7.918
3
0.048*
Note: p is considered significant below 0.05; * denotes significant values

The eight variables not scored on a binary scale were then reclassified and MannWhitney U Tests were run to assess the similarity of distribution of each variable between
fracture and control samples within each time cohort. All variables were not significantly
different. These results are consistent with those above.
A Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA was then run on the eight variables to assess the
distribution across time cohorts. All eight variables were found to be significantly different at
least at the p < 0.05 level. These results are also consistent with those found using the nonbinary scales. All significance values are listed in Table 5.15.
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Table 5.15. Significance values for Kruskal-Wallis Test between two-week time cohorts
of eight variables reclassified into binary scales.
Variable
n
X2
df
p
H&E Number of Osteocyte Nuclei Visible
50
8.768
3
0.033*
H&E Number of Marrow Nuclei Visible
50
29.160 3
<0.0005*
H&E Desiccation of Marrow
50
49.000 3
<0.0005*
H&E Presence of Bacteria
50
29.415 3
<0.0005*
Trichrome Number of Osteocyte Nuclei Visible
49
12.300 3
0.006*
Trichrome Number of Marrow Nuclei Visible
50
27.125 3
<0.0005*
Trichrome Desiccation of Marrow
50
49.000 3
<0.0005*
Trichrome Presence of Bacteria
50
23.100 3
<0.0005*
Note: p is considered significant below 0.05; * denotes significant values

A Hierarchical Cluster Analysis using Ward’s cluster method and squared Euclidean
distance was performed using the eleven variables found to be significantly different in the
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA to see if samples would group according to time since autopsy.
Groupings of two through five clusters were recorded and box plots showing the frequency of
each time cohort grouped into each cluster for two to five clusters are displayed in Figure 5.7
(Appendix A, Figure A5 shows the full dendrogram result). Figure 5.7 shows the distribution of
sample time cohorts within each cluster. Four and five cluster groups result in clusters that
contained samples with the same range of time since autopsy (e.g. cluster 2 and 3 in the four
cluster grouping). Two and three cluster groupings were more unique, but did not provide
clusters that contained only a single time cohort. Refer to Table A1 (Appendix A) which
provides a more detailed description of the frequency distributions. Variables reclassified using
binary scales were then used to replicate the previous Hierarchical Cluster Analysis. The results
are shown in Figure 5.8. Refer to Figure A5 (Appendix A) for the full dendrogram result.
Visualization of the change over time of each variable is presented in Figures 5.1-5.6, A1-A4 and
Tables 5.2-5.8.
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Figure 5.7. Box plots showing the distribution of cluster data from groupings of two through five
clusters from the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis. From left to right and top to bottom, two
clusters, three clusters, four clusters, and five clusters.

As shown in Figure 5.8, four and five cluster groups resulted in clusters with samples that
had the same range of time since autopsy (e.g. clusters 2 and 3 from the four cluster grouping).
The two and three cluster groups avoided clusters with the exact same range, but still contained
overlap similar to those from the previous hierarchical cluster analyses. In both of these
groupings, however, the first cluster only contained every sample from time of autopsy. Refer to
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Table A2 (Appendix A) which provides a more detailed description of the frequency
distributions of time cohorts in each cluster.

Figure 5.8. Box plots showing the distribution of cluster data from groupings of two through five
clusters from the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis using binary variable scales. From left to right
and top to bottom, two clusters, three clusters, four clusters, and five clusters.

A K-Means Cluster Analysis was then performed using ten iterations on the eleven
variables used for the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis for two through five cluster groups. Figure
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5.9 displays boxplots that show the frequency of samples from time cohorts in each cluster.
Figure A6 (Appendix A) shows the full dendrogram result.

Figure 5.9. Box plots showing the distribution of cluster data from groupings of two through five
clusters from the K-Means Cluster Analysis. From left to right and top to bottom, two clusters,
three clusters, four clusters, and five clusters.

Cluster groupings of three, four, and five clusters resulted in clusters with samples that
had the same range of time since autopsy (e.g. clusters 2 and 3 in the four cluster grouping). The
two cluster group avoided clusters with the same range, but contained overlap of time cohorts
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between the two clusters. Refer to Table A3 (Appendix A) which provides a more detailed
description of the frequency distributions. Variables using binary scales were then used to
replicate the K-Means Cluster Analysis above for two through five groups. Figure 5.10 shows
boxplots depicting the time from autopsy distribution within each of the cluster groups. Cluster
groupings of three, four, and five clusters resulted in clusters with samples that had the same
range of time since autopsy (e.g. clusters 2 and 3 in the four cluster grouping). The two cluster
group avoided clusters with the same range, but contained overlap of time cohorts between the
two clusters. Refer to Table A4 (Appendix A) which provides a more detailed description of the
frequency distributions.
A Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA was then run on each cluster grouping from each
analysis to determine if there was a significant difference between the distributions of the four
time cohorts. All cluster groupings for both normal and binary-scale variables had significantly
different distributions of time categories at the p < 0.0005 level. According to the KruskalWallis ANOVA initially performed, eleven of the fourteen tested variables were significantly
different between time cohorts. These eleven variables were then used to perform two different
types of cluster analysis to determine which method could best group time cohorts using the
statistically significant variables. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis resulted in more unique
groupings than the K-Means Cluster Analysis. The two and three cluster groupings from the
Hierarchical Cluster Analyses of both the original variables and the binary-scale variables
created clusters that contained samples with unique ranges of time since autopsy, unlike the four
and five cluster groupings. Only the three cluster group using the binary-scale variables resulted
in clusters that only contained samples from two or less time cohorts. Clusters from this three
cluster group also have unique ranges and median values. When viewed together, the five
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variables found to be significant between time periods for H&E and trichrome begin to show a
pattern of the progression of decomposition. A summary of the results is shown in Table 5.16.

Figure 5.10. Box plots showing the distribution of cluster data from groupings of two through
five clusters from the K-Means Cluster Analysis using binary-scale variables. From left to right
and top to bottom, two clusters, three clusters, four clusters, and five clusters.
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Table 5.16. The progression of stages of decomposition found by H&E and trichrome
stains.
Time Period
Observations
At Time of Autopsy
Hemorrhage visible
50-100% Osteocyte nuclei visible
Nearly all marrow nuclei visible
Marrow not dehydrated
No bacteria present
Two Weeks Post-Autopsy
No hemorrhage visible
25-75% Osteocyte nuclei visible
75-100% Marrow nuclei visible
Marrow slightly to moderately dehydrated
Small amounts of bacteria visible
Four Weeks Post-Autopsy
No hemorrhage visible
25-50% Osteocyte nuclei visible
50-100% Marrow nuclei visible
Marrow slightly to moderately dehydrated
Small to large amount of bacteria visible
Six Weeks Post-Autopsy
No hemorrhage visible
0-50% Osteocyte nuclei visible
0-50% Marrow nuclei visible
Marrow severely dehydrated
Large amount of bacteria visible
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CHAPTER SIX:
DISCUSSION

Three hypotheses relating to the use of multiple stains in the timing of wounds and
establishing the time since death using skeletal histology were tested by analyzing 224 slides.
The results from this preliminary study are important to anthropology for use in creating more
advanced methods to narrow the perimortem time period and have other applications to legal
medicine. The analyses demonstrate that H&E, trichrome, and elastin stains are useful in
skeletal histology to assist in determining wound age and time since death. This chapter
discusses the results of the various stains, the grouping of wound age, and the grouping of time
since death.

Hypothesis One: Multi-Stain Histology
The first hypothesis stated that the use of multiple stains would allow better visualization
of different microscopic structures associated with the timing of skeletal fractures. Four stains
were employed, two for general purposes and two for specialized structures. The hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E) staining procedure is a standard stain used for most tissue types for general
analysis. Trichrome is a combination stain used to highlight multiple tissue types and structures,
and can be used for many of the same purposes as H&E. Iron stain highlights remote
hemorrhage, and elastin stain shows the presence of elastin.
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H&E and trichrome stains were both evaluated for seven variables: identification of the
fracture edge, presence of hemorrhage, number of osteocyte nuclei visible, number of visible
nuclei in the marrow, dehydration of marrow, presence of fibrin, and presence of bacteria and
fungi. The data was tested for differences between H&E and trichrome stains. As shown in
Table 5.9 in the previous chapter, the only variable that shows a significant difference between
the two stains is the number of visible osteocyte nuclei. For most variables, this is expected.
The lack of difference in identification of fibrin is unexpected, however, as fibrin deposits
accumulate during early wound healing and trichrome stain is often used in fibrin identification
(Presnell et al. 1997). Cattaneo et al. (2010) reported the presence and identification of fibrin
after a week-long maceration process and suggested its use in wound age estimation.
The rate of fracture edge identification was not significantly different between the two
stains. Inking helps with identification, and is highly recommended in future work. The cut side
was inked so it did not obscure the fracture edge. A similar method was employed by Cattaneo
et al. (2010), in which the fracture edge was dipped in ink before decalcification and staining.
While this highlights the fracture, it can also obscure structures at the fracture edge.
Hemorrhage can be seen using both stains, and the difference was non-significant
between them. While non-significant, trichrome stain did find more evidence of hemorrhage in
more samples. This may be attributed to the difference in colors that trichrome stain utilizes.
Erythrocytes are shown in bright red compared to a blue or pink background in trichrome stain,
while H&E stains erythrocytes a light red among a field of various shades of pink.
The number of osteocyte nuclei visible is the only variable to show a significant
difference between the two staining procedures. In autopsy specimens, the range of visibility
was approximately the same, however the median is lower in trichrome stained samples. The
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number of nuclei visible after two weeks and four weeks is also less in the trichrome slides than
in the H&E slides. By six weeks after time of autopsy, the number of visible nuclei is similar.
Slides for both stains were cut from the same sample and subsequently stained, so it is
reasonable to conclude that the difference must be an artifact due to the different processes used
during the two staining procedures.
Both the number of nuclei in the marrow and the dehydration of the marrow showed no
significant difference between the two stains. The significance value for the number of nuclei
visible in the marrow was p = 0.948, and the significance value for dehydration of the marrow
was p = 1.000 (Table 5.9). The similarity for marrow dehydration found between stains may
partially be due to the fact that the measure is a comparative estimate based on the state of the
marrow at time of autopsy. These findings show very little difference in the visualization
capabilities between the two stains for the number of visible nuclei in the marrow.
The presence of fibrin was also not significantly different between the H&E and
trichrome stained slides and neither stain highlighted fibrin deposits at an acceptable level. In
total, there were only three positives (H&E n=1, trichrome n=2). Lack of samples positive for
fibrin could be due to short survival times. According to Dettmeyer (2011), fibrin deposition
occurs roughly between the first and second day of healing. In the future, a more specialized
stain should be employed to better observe this structure. Stains like Phosphotungstic AcidHematoxylin Stain (PTAH), which stains fibrin and muscle blue and collagen pink or red, or the
Lendrum Acid Picro-Mallory Method, which stains fibrin red, collagen blue, and erythrocytes
orange, should be used (Presnell et al. 1997). Cattaneo et al. (2010) were able to identify fibrin
on a sample with five days of healing using Weigert stain, which is especially notable as the
sample had also undergone a weeklong maceration process to simulate decomposition.
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The presence of bacteria and fungi also showed no significant difference between the two
stains. The significance value was p = 0.769 (Table 5.9), which shows that the two data sets
were similar. Either stain could easily visualize the presence of bacteria and fungi.
Comparisons between H&E and trichrome stain were only significantly different for one
variable. This analyses shows that either stain could be used for the purposes mentioned above
but, because of the contrast provided by multiple colors in the trichrome staining method, those
with less histological experience may be able to see important structures more easily with
trichrome than with the more traditional H&E stain. Future work should focus on inter- and
intra-observer error using these two different stains.
After number of osteocyte nuclei visible, number of visible nuclei in the marrow,
desiccation of marrow, and presence of bacteria and fungi were reclassified using binary scales
as previously noted, the results of the Mann-Whitney U Tests were similar to those found with
the original scale. Number of osteocyte nuclei visible remained the only variable with statistical
significance, p = 0.001 (Table 5.10). Due to the similarities in the results, a binary scale may
prove to be a more accurate and repeatable method due to less subjective category separations.
Iron stain was used to identify remote hemorrhages in each sample. Any positives from
this stain were weak, and often scattered throughout the entire slide with no correlation to the
fracture site. These weak systemic positives were found in both fracture and control samples,
further weakening the use of this stain for this application. Normally, an iron stain is employed
to visualize older hemorrhages in which the erythrocytes have already begun to decay due to
natural healing processes. Phagocytes ingest the clotted material and break down the
erythrocytes into smaller particles. The hemoglobin present in the erythrocytes then degrades
into hemosiderin and becomes concentrated into one area in and around the phagocytic cell. The
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degradation of the organic component in the hemoglobin “unmasks” the iron which causes the
Prussian blue iron stain to show a positive reaction (Dettmeyer 2011; Presnell et al. 1997). The
iron stain showed negative results, possibly because the hemorrhages in these samples were
acute and more diffuse than they would be through the process of phagocytosis found in healing.
This agrees with Betz and Eisenmenger (1996) who found that the earliest positive findings of
hemosiderin in skin wounds was in a 3-day-old lesion.
Elastin stain specifically highlights the elastin protein. The stain was originally chosen to
highlight the elastin present in the growth of granulation tissue and the vascularization stage of
wound healing, which occurs approximately two to three days after fracture (Dettmeyer 2011).
Instead, the elastin stain gave the strongest positive in the well healed fractures in the periosteum
and within the hard callous, which is not described in the literature. Elastin stain may have
further use to better age well healed calluses. Further study is needed to see if the presence of
elastin in hard calluses could provide additional context on the fracture age.

Hypothesis Two: Healing Factors
Samples taken from fractures at time of autopsy (n=20) were split into three groups
determined by the time from injury to death. The three categories were fractures that occurred at
the time of death, fractures that occurred one day before death, and fractures that occurred
greater than 4 weeks before the time of death. Ten variables, H&E and trichrome presence of
hemorrhage, H&E and trichrome presence of fibrin, H&E and trichrome percentage of osteocyte
nuclei visible, H&E and trichrome percentage of nuclei from cells in the marrow visible, elastin
stain presence of elastin, and iron stain presence of hemorrhage, were tested for significant
differences using a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA.
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Out of the ten variables, two were significantly different between the groups which
supports the hypothesis that there is an ordered progression of healing. The hypothesis is also
supported by the literature (Dettmeyer 2011; McKinley and O'Loughlin 2008). Trichrome
stained slides showed a significant difference, p = 0.021 (Table 5.11), in the frequency of
hemorrhage reported between groups. Fractures caused at or near the time of death had varying
amounts of hemorrhage, while the sample with a one day survival time had a large hemorrhage
visible throughout the sample. The hard callous phase samples showed no hemorrhage, which is
also consistent with the literature on healing (Dettmeyer 2011; McKinley and O'Loughlin 2008).
The results appear significant because of this distribution and small sample size. The literature
supports the hypothesis that the amount of hemorrhage can increase with the progression of time
through the first day after injury (Dettmeyer 2011; McKinley and O'Loughlin 2008). A larger
sample size with varying survival times would allow for a further definition of the timeline for
the presence of hemorrhage. The presence of elastin, stained using an elastin stain, was the most
statistically significant, p = 0.002 (Table 5.11). The two well healed specimens in the hard
callous phase both displayed the presence of elastin in the periosteum and within the callous.
While samples from other survival time categories were positive for elastin, the associations to
the fracture were weak or not present. Elastin stain was initially included because of the
hypothesis that fractures sustained a short time before death would be more highly positive for
elastin due to vascular proliferation into the wound during early healing phases. Samples with
short survival times showed only a few areas positive for elastin despite elastin being highly
present in the walls of the vascular system. Sample healing times were one day or less or over
four weeks. According to Dettmeyer (2011), elastin should start forming approximately after
two to three days of healing, which could explain the lack of elastin in the samples. Considering
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the strong association between elastin and well healed fractures, this should be investigated
further with a larger sample size.
Results were similar with no significant difference across survival time categories when
using a binary scale for H&E percentage of osteocyte nuclei visible, trichrome number of
osteocyte nuclei visible, H&E percentage of cells in the marrow with visible nuclei, and
trichrome percentage of cells in the marrow with visible nuclei. Due to the similarities in the
outcomes from the statistical tests between the binary scales and the original scales, it appears
that both methods will yield similar results. In future research, a binary scale may prove to be a
more accurate and repeatable method due to less subjective category separations.
Despite the group sample sizes being small, especially for the groups with survival times
of one day and greater than one month, the results are encouraging and do follow expected trends
from the literature. The only unexpected finding is the presence of elastin in both of the fractures
with hard callouses. Further study with an additional larger sample size is necessary to
corroborate and reinforce these results.

Hypothesis Three: Taphonomy and Decompositional Changes
At time of autopsy, three to four samples were taken from each specimen. One was
submitted immediately for staining, while the others were set aside and submitted in two week
intervals. This allowed the progression from time of autopsy to six weeks after autopsy in two
week increments to be visualized and tested for decompositional changes.
The well-healed slides were removed for the statistical analysis because samples were
only taken and submitted at the time of autopsy. Due to the samples being in the hard callous
phase, the results were different from more recent fractures and would have caused artifacts in
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the data to artificially inflate the difference between the samples from the time of autopsy and the
samples from the other time points.
The literature lacks a conclusion on whether fracture samples and unfractured samples
decompose in a similar manner. To test this, a Mann-Whitney U test was performed to
determine if there was any difference between the control and fracture samples within each time
cohort. No variables were found to be significantly different. It can therefore be concluded that
the control and fracture samples deteriorate in a similar progression and manner, allowing direct
comparison for the rest of the analyses. This allowed for a larger total sample size.
A Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA was then performed to assess significance between the time
points. During initial testing, three out of fourteen variables were found to be non-significant
between the four time points tested. The variables for presence of fibrin in both H&E and
trichrome stains and presence of elastin using elastin stain were removed from the following
cluster analyses to prevent complicating factors.
The current literature is lacking published data on early histological taphonomic changes,
and the results presented here begin to fill that gap. There are numerous articles that have been
published on the taphonomic changes to bone on the microscopic level, but the vast majority
focus on archaeological bone that has been undergoing taphonomic modifications for decades or
centuries. Expected values were pulled from numerous sources, often relying on multiple papers
or book chapters to come to a general prediction.
In both H&E and trichrome stained slides, hemorrhage was only visible after time of
autopsy in two instances. This should be expected, as erythrocytes degrade quickly in most
conditions through autolysis or putrefaction (Clark et al. 1997).
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The number of osteocyte nuclei also decayed over time however some nuclei were visible
six weeks after autopsy. Dettmeyer (2011) stated that osteocyte death becomes evident due to
empty lacunae approximately after 2-3 days of healing post-fracture and that there should be a
clear delineation between live and dead bone at this time. However, Zumwalt and FanizzaOrphanos (1990) stated that nuclear collapse of osteocystes is often caused by tissue processing
and should not be used for evidence of bone necrosis. The earliest dissappearance of nuclei from
necrotic bone fragments occurs one week after injury and normally occurs after two to four
weeks (Zumwalt and Fanizza-Orphanos 1990). This delineation was not seen in any samples,
and the presence of visible osteocytes after death and six weeks of decomposition is interesting.
Non-visible nuclei were not only noted at the fracture, but were also documented throughout the
samples. After six weeks post-autopsy, there were also residual nuclei at the fracture margin of
some samples, showing that not all dead osteocyte nuclei degrade quickly.
The number of nuclei visible in the marrow also dropped over time, and changed in
conjunction with the dehydration of the extracellular matrix in which these cells are incased.
Both measures seemed to have more drastic changes in the periods between autopsy and two
weeks and between four weeks and six weeks post-autopsy. Both measures stayed
approximately constant between two and four weeks after autopsy. Cells in the marrow are
similar to erythrocytes in that they have high metabolic rates so they degrade quickly, although
more slowly than blood (Clark et al. 1997).
The presence of bacteria and fungi increased as time passed from the time of autopsy in
all samples for both H&E and trichrome stains. The increase in the amount of bacteria and fungi
growth seems to slow after four weeks. It was expected that bacteria and fungi would begin
growing on the samples, although the literature is currently lacking on timing and growth rates in
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the period shortly following death (Bell 2011; Clark et al. 1997; Schultz 1997a). If further
research could better define these growth rates in a similar matter to those in forensic
entomology, this could be another potential tool to determine time since death.
Using both a Hierarchical and a K-Means Cluster Analysis, the samples were grouped
according to the previously mentioned eleven variables. Groups of two through five clusters
were created. It was hypothesized that the four-cluster group would roughly emulate the four
time points. To determine the cluster set that best fit the data, the median and range of each
cluster within each group was compared to other clusters in the group for uniqueness, and
therefore more easily defined clusters.
In the initial Hierarchical Cluster Analysis, the two and three cluster groupings contain
clusters with unique medians and minimally overlapping clusters. After converting all variables
to binary scales and running another Hierarchical Cluster Analysis, the two and three cluster
groups were again the only groups to contain clusters with both unique medians and ranges. In
the initial K-Means Cluster Analysis, the two and three cluster groupings contain clusters with
unique medians and ranges. After converting all variables to binary scales and running another
K-Means Cluster Analysis, only the two cluster group contained clusters with unique variables
and range distributions.
Of the two cluster analyses, the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis results had fewer outliers
and less overlap than the K-Means Cluster Analysis results. The data appears to be best
clustered using methods based on connectivity and not on centroids. Using binary variables also
appears to help reduce the number of outliers in each cluster. The inconsistencies seen within
each variable in the current dataset make it impossible to narrow the time points further, however
additional data may refine the abilities of the analysis. The Cluster Analysis results not
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following the expected trend of four groupings lend support to the idea that decomposition
proceeds at slightly different rates for each sample. Further studies are needed to better identify
confounding factors and would benefit from adopting study designs used in macroscopic
decompositional studies.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
CONCLUSION

Bone and teeth are the last structures in the body to decompose and are often the only
physical remains available for study by anthropologists in the fields of forensics, bioarchaeology,
and paleopathology. Fortunately, due to growth, development, and maintenance, hard tissue
microstructure contains information relating to biological processes that occurred during life.
Forensic anthropologists have the added benefit of working with more recently deceased
individuals that may have residual soft tissues remaining. The incorporation of techniques taking
advantage of residual soft tissue, like the presence of erythrocytes at fracture sites, could lead to
better understanding of perimortem events.
H&E, trichrome, and elastin stains were found to be useful in examining wound age, and
H&E and trichrome stains were found to assist in examining time since death. Prussian blue iron
stain was not found useful in this study because it shows remote hemorrhages and not acute
hemorrhages, like those seen in this study. These results support further testing with larger
sample sizes including samples with additional survival times. More quantitative methodologies
should be explored, like the use of geographic information systems proposed by Rose et al.
(2012), which will be discussed in this chapter.
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Hypothesis One: Multi-Stain Histology
The first hypothesis tested the use of multiple stains to increase visualization of different
microscopic structures to increase accuracy when timing skeletal fractures. Four stains were
used: 1) hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and 2) trichrome stains are used for general analysis, 3)
iron stain is used to visualize remote hemorrhage, and 4) elastin stain is used to highlight the
presence of the elastin protein. H&E is a low-cost and common staining method used for general
analysis of many tissue types. Trichrome is not a stain that is typically used for bone, but is used
for general histological analysis. Out of seven variables tested, the two stains were only
significantly different when showing the number of osteocyte nuclei. This is presumably
because of a difference in staining procedure. Despite this, the stains allow visualization of the
same structures in a similar way.
Other factors may influence the use of one stain over another. As stated, H&E is a
standard stain and is therefore more widely available. The ability of the trichrome stain to
differentially color several tissue types in large color contrast may allow unpracticed researchers
to better visualize specific reactions and identify specific structures. Further research in interand intra- observer error and differences in abilities of those with different skill levels would
prove to support or refute this new hypothesis.
Prussian blue iron stain is typically used to identify remote hemorrhages which have
undergone some healing processes. It highlights a product of the phagocytosis of erythrocytes
and subsequent decomposition of hemoglobin. For the samples collected in this project, iron
stain was neither useful for visualization of hemorrhage at time of autopsy nor after allowing
time for decomposition. According to Dettmeyer (2011) and Presnell et al. (1997), this stain is
often used to determine age of an injury by highlighting remote hemorrhage. Betz and
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Eisenmenger (1996) reported the earliest positive findings in skin wounds were from a 3-day-old
lesion. Its usefulness to test for a remote hemorrhage in dry bone has yet to be tested and is an
avenue for future research.
Elastin stain highlights the elastin protein. All four samples from fractures with hard
callouses were positive for the presence of elastin at the bone surface in the periosteum and three
out of four samples were positive for the presence of elastin within the callous. With further
research to corroborate these findings, the presence of elastin as visualized by elastin stain may
prove to be useful in identifying the age of a hard callous.
The results of this analysis are important because they better define the uses of four stains
in aging skeletal wounds. H&E is the best stain for general analysis for someone practiced in
histology due to cost and availability, while trichrome stain may be better for someone less
experienced. The Prussian blue iron stain wasn’t positive for any of the samples in this study,
but is useful for determining the age of a partially healed injury. The elastin stain highlighted
areas of slides from healed fractures in the hard callous stage, which was unexpected. Further
research into this may prove useful to better determine age of hard callouses.
The first hypothesis was accepted, but additional research needs to be done to further
define the uses of each stain. Iron was not useful for the age of fractures tested, but has been
shown in literature to be useful for wounds with at least three days of healing (Betz and
Eisenmenger 1996). Trichrome was equivalent to H&E in terms of structures seen, but could be
useful for researchers less used to H&E stains. Elastin showed positive reactions in callus-stage
fractures, and should be further researched.
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Hypothesis Two: Healing Factors
The second hypothesis stated that healing processes occur in ordered stages and could
therefore be used to age survival time of an individual after an injury using histological analysis.
Despite a small sample size, the results are encouraging and support the established literature.
Two variables were statistically significant between the survival time groups, further showing
that there are identifiable stages in healing processes.
The first variable with a significant difference between survival times of the decedent
was the presence of hemorrhage. Samples taken at time of autopsy from fractures caused near
the time of death showed either minor acute hemorrhage or no hemorrhaging around the fracture
site. The specimen with a one-day survival time showed heavy hemorrhaging around the
fracture at time of autopsy. With additional samples, iron stain should help differentiate between
survival times between one day and one month. The two fractures in the hard callous phase
showed no hemorrhaging. This is an expected result, but one that is easily seen from histological
analysis.
The second significantly different variable was the presence of elastin. Both hard callous
fractures showed regions within the callous that were positive for elastin, and the periosteum was
also strongly positive. Fractures with less survival time exhibited little to no elastin around the
fracture site, however the periosteum was sometimes lightly stained and therefore only slightly
positive for elastin. This is an interesting finding unexplained in the literature and warrants
further research.
Statistical results were similar when using the modified binary and the original scale.
This supports the idea that the use of a binary scale would mirror the results of the original scale.
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A binary scale may increase ease of use and decrease inter- and intra-observer error. Future
research would be able to confirm or refute this new hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3: Taphonomy and Decompositional Changes
The third hypothesis tested whether trichrome, H&E, elastin, and iron stains could
observe decomposition at a cellular level in in a progression of ordered stages. At time of
autopsy, each specimen was divided into multiple samples. One sample was submitted for
staining immediately, while the other samples were submitted in two week intervals. This
allowed the visualization of changes occurring from time of autopsy up to six weeks later. A
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA was run to assess the significance between time points, and eleven
variables were found to be significant out of the fourteen tested.
Hemorrhaging was only visible in two samples after time of autopsy, confirming that
hemorrhages degrade quickly. Osteocyte nuclei degrade as time passes, however the process
doesn’t seem to be completely regular; different samples degraded at different paces. Osteocyte
nuclei can also be visible for at least six weeks after death. Nuclei of cells in the bone marrow
are easily visible through four weeks after autopsy. After six weeks post-autopsy, the number of
nuclei visible dropped by approximately 50%. The dehydration of the marrow extracellular
matrix followed the same trend as the visibility of nuclei of cells in the marrow. There was no
dehydration at time of autopsy, slight to moderate dehydration at two and four weeks after
autopsy, and then a large increase in dehydration at six weeks. Bacterial and fungal colonies
spread slowly into the samples. No samples showed bacterial or fungal growth at the time of
autopsy, small amounts of bacteria and fungi were visible after two weeks, small to large
amounts were visible after four weeks, and large amounts in nearly all samples were present six
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weeks after autopsy. Several samples still showed no bacterial or fungal growth after four
weeks, but all samples showed at least a small number of colonies after six weeks. A summary
of findings from these variables is shown in Table 5.16, and can be used as a basis for further
research into the estimation of time since death and fracture age using skeletal histology.
Once all of the variables were reclassified using binary scales, similar statistical results
were found. This further encourages the possibility of using a binary scale for ease and
reproducibility. A three cluster Hierarchical Cluster Analysis using binary variable scales
appeared to best fit the data in terms of unique medians and ranges for all clusters. Additional
samples will increase confidence in this choice, and may be able to refine the results. These
findings are significant to the anthropological and forensic communities because a detailed
histological analysis of the weeks immediately following death has yet to be published. These
findings, along with those in the literature, provide a foundation for future research that may lead
to additional supporting evidence to narrow the perimortem window.

Study Limitations and Future Work
This project is a preliminary study into the use of multiple stains to help determine age of
fractures and to explore histological evidence of taphonomic processes. Despite a small sample
size and limited availability of samples with varying amounts of healing, the results from the
current study are encouraging because of the similarities found among nearly all samples in
terms of fracture aging and taphonomy. The sample size was restricted due to a limited amount
of funding and the lack of available fractured samples with varying survival times. The
availability of samples is a common issue in this type of research, and can only be mediated by
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extending time of collection. A future study with a larger sample size including varying survival
times will help to corroborate the conclusions presented here.
The presented methods could be adapted to an applied forensic setting if reproducibility
was shown and error rates were calculated so as to satisfy the Daubert criteria. Further research
into inter- and intra-observer error would show that the methodology created for this project is
reproducible and useful for an applied forensic setting. Studies of practitioners with varying
histological experience would confirm the usefulness of trichrome as an alternative to H&E.
The temperature and humidity were allowed to fluctuate within the storage room at the
HCMEO where the taphonomic samples were stored. For comparison of samples within this
study, all samples were stored within an approximate two month period where day-to-day
temperatures stayed fairly constant. Comparison of the presented data with samples outside of
this study becomes a larger issue due to the absence of exact temperature measurements in the
storage room. For future studies, the use of an automated temperature logger could resolve this
issue by allowing researchers to monitor the temperature throughout the study period. Including
equipment to measure humidity and other environmental variables could allow the use of
taphonomic equations such as Accumulated Degree Days to better describe and define time
periods and decompositonal stages. Submitting samples to additional environmental effects,
such as additional temperature ranges, would also help better describe microscopic taphonomic
stages.
The current study used four stains common in histological analysis due to limitations
caused by availability and cost. The use of additional stains, including advanced staining
procedures like immunostains, could aid in highlighting specific structures. For example, the use
of the immunostain Glycophorin A, which selectively stains a protein in the cell membrane of
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red blood cells, may be able to identify acute hemorrhages even after the erythrocytes are no
longer visible with H&E or trichrome stains. Other possible stains include Phosphotungstic
Acid-Hematoxylin Stain (PTAH), which stains fibrin and muscle blue and collagen pink or red,
or the Lendrum Acid Picro-Mallory Method, which stains fibrin red, collagen blue, and
erythrocytes orange.
The coding methodology created for this project should be considered subjective, which
is a common issue raised in histological studies. A study on intra- and inter-observer error could
support or refute this hypothesis. An alternative methodology that would be less subjective
could involve a larger reliance on histomorphometrics, as proposed by Stout and Crowder
(2011). The use of geographic information system (GIS), like ArcGIS, to analyze the spatial
relationships of microscopic structures on the slide would further increase objectivity and
repeatability. GIS are computer systems used to create, store, analyze, and display
geographically distributed data. Traditionally these software packages are used to geo-reference
spatial data by tying and mapping records to GPS coordinates and geographic locations. This
newly created data set can then be analyzed using numerous powerful spatial analysis tools
embedded in the chosen software package. Recently, it was proposed that GIS could be useful in
histomorphometric analyses (Chang 2012; Rose et al. 2012).
To use a GIS software package, data are imported into the software and stored in layers,
which can be visualized together or separately in order to better observe trends in the data.
Additional layers can be added, including data tables linked to spatial data, or can be created
from combining or splitting existing layers. This allows the researcher to save data sets for
future analysis or to reanalyze existing data with additional parameters. GIS is used for research
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in a number of fields and disciplines due to the flexibility in data management and power in
analysis tools (Chang 2012; Rose et al. 2012).
The only study to apply GIS to skeletal microstructure is that of Rose et al. (2012). Rose
et al. used a GIS software package to identify and analyze microstructural patterns within bone
in order to examine functional adaptation. The authors use a cross section of the right first
metatarsal to test two hypotheses about biomechanics, however the goal of the article was to
prove that GIS could be used in histomorphometric spatial analysis. Rose et al. took numerous
digital images of the prepared slide and combined them using photo editing software. Using
ArcGIS, the authors marked points, and used parameters like osteon area and osteon proximity to
analyze the image (Rose et al. 2012). Using a modified version of the methodology presented
here, a GIS software package could be used to analyze the slide of a fracture to provide more
exact quantitative data.

Recommendations of Best Practices for Forensic Anthropologists and Pathologists
The majority of results from this study are preliminary and exploratory, but several
recommendations can be made based on the analysis for their application in casework and future
research.
1) When taking samples of fractures, use histology ink to delineate edges that were cut
to aid in fracture identification during analysis.
2) Use stains appropriate for potential time periods:
a. H&E should be used as a basic stain for all histological analysis. It is
common in labs and can delineate most necessary structures.
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b. Prussian blue (iron) stain should be used to determine if remote hemorrhage is
present. As per Betz and Eisenmenger (1996), the earliest healing time that
can be seen is three days after injury. It is currently unknown if this would be
useful on partially decomposed remains.
c. Trichrome stain can be used to supplement H&E staining and can be used for
added contrast between microscopic structures.
Histological analysis of skeletal fractures can aid forensic anthropologists and pathologists in
determining the vitality and age of a wound, adding additional information about a decedents’
death. Increased visibility and use in the field will enable additional research projects and
expand the current knowledge base to levels consistent with the Daubert criteria, giving
investigators an additional tool to help speak for the dead.
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ADDITIONAL STATISTICAL RESULTS
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Figure A1. Box plots showing the distribution of scores of visibility of osteocyte nuclei within
time cohorts. H&E results are on the left, Trichrome results are on the right.

Figure A2. Box plots showing the distribution of scores of visibility of nuclei of cells in the
marrow within time cohorts. H&E results are on the left, Trichrome results are on the right.
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Figure A3. Box plots showing the distribution of scores of presence of bacteria and fungi within
time cohorts. H&E results are on the left, Trichrome results are on the right.

Figure A4. Box plots showing the distribution of scores of marrow dehydration within time
cohorts. H&E results are on the left, Trichrome results are on the right.
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Figure A5. Dendrogram showing the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis results using original
variables. The far left column shows the time since autopsy in weeks.
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Figure A6. Dendrogram showing the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis results using binary
variables. The far left column shows the time since autopsy in weeks.
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Table A1. Frequency of samples by time since autopsy in clusters from Hierarchical
Cluster Analysis using original variables.
Frequency of Samples by Time Since Autopsy
Median
Cluster
Cluster
0 Weeks
2 Weeks
4 Weeks
6 Weeks
(Weeks)
Groups
1
15
14
12
2
2
2
4
4
5
1
15
5
3
0
2
9
9
3
3
3
4
4
5
1
15
0
2
9
9
3
4
3
5
3
2
4
4
4
5
1
15
0
2
9
9
3
3
5
3
2
5
4
2
2
5
5
2
2
5

Table A2. Frequency of samples by time since autopsy in clusters from Hierarchical
Cluster Analysis using binary variables.
Frequency of Samples by Time Since Autopsy
Median
Cluster
Cluster
0 Weeks
2 Weeks
4 Weeks
6 Weeks
(Weeks)
Groups
1
15
0
2
2
14
16
4
4
1
15
0
2
14
12
2
3
3
4
4
5
1
15
0
2
10
9
2
4
3
4
3
2
4
4
4
5
1
15
0
2
4
3
2
3
3
2
2
5
4
7
7
3
5
4
4
5
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Table A3. Frequency of samples by time since autopsy in clusters from K-Means Cluster
Analysis using original variables.
Frequency of Samples by Time Since Autopsy
Median
Cluster
Cluster
0 Weeks
2 Weeks
4 Weeks
6 Weeks
(Weeks)
Groups
1
15
14
12
2
2
2
4
4
5
1
14
5
2
0
2
1
9
10
3
3
3
4
4
5
1
14
5
2
0
2
1
9
10
3
4
3
2
2
5
4
2
2
5
1
14
4
1
0
2
1
3
1
2
3
7
10
4
5
4
2
2
5
5
2
2
5

Table A4. Frequency of samples by time since autopsy in clusters from K-Means Cluster
Analysis using binary variables.
Frequency of Samples by Time Since Autopsy
Median
Cluster
Cluster
0 Weeks
2 Weeks
4 Weeks
6 Weeks
(Weeks)
Groups
1
15
2
1
0
2
2
12
15
4
4
1
15
0
2
8
5
1
2
3
3
6
11
3
4
1
12
0
2
3
0
4
3
14
12
1
2
4
4
3
4
1
12
0
2
3
0
3
7
10
4
5
4
1
2
3
5
5
6
4
1
2
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Springer Science + Business Media reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination
of (i) the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing transaction,
(ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions.
Copyright Notice:Disclaimer
You must include the following copyright and permission notice in connection with any
reproduction of the licensed material: "Springer and the original publisher /journal title, volume,
year of publication, page, chapter/article title, name(s) of author(s), figure number(s), original
copyright notice) is given to the publication in which the material was originally published, by
adding; with kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media"
Warranties: None
Example 1: Springer Science + Business Media makes no representations or warranties with
respect to the licensed material.
Example 2: Springer Science + Business Media makes no representations or warranties with
respect to the licensed material and adopts on its own behalf the limitations and disclaimers
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established by CCC on its behalf in its Billing and Payment terms and conditions for this
licensing transaction.
Indemnity
You hereby indemnify and agree to hold harmless Springer Science + Business Media and CCC,
and their respective officers, directors, employees and agents, from and against any and all
claims arising out of your use of the licensed material other than as specifically authorized
pursuant to this license.
No Transfer of License
This license is personal to you and may not be sublicensed, assigned, or transferred by you to
any other person without Springer Science + Business Media's written permission.
No Amendment Except in Writing
This license may not be amended except in a writing signed by both parties (or, in the case of
Springer Science + Business Media, by CCC on Springer Science + Business Media's behalf).
Objection to Contrary Terms
Springer Science + Business Media hereby objects to any terms contained in any purchase order,
acknowledgment, check endorsement or other writing prepared by you, which terms are
inconsistent with these terms and conditions or CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions.
These terms and conditions, together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions
(which are incorporated herein), comprise the entire agreement between you and Springer
Science + Business Media (and CCC) concerning this licensing transaction. In the event of any
conflict between your obligations established by these terms and conditions and those established
by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions, these terms and conditions shall control.
Jurisdiction
All disputes that may arise in connection with this present License, or the breach thereof, shall be
settled exclusively by arbitration, to be held in The Netherlands, in accordance with Dutch law,
and to be conducted under the Rules of the 'Netherlands Arbitrage Instituut' (Netherlands
Institute of Arbitration). OR:
All disputes that may arise in connection with this present License, or the breach
thereof, shall be settled exclusively by arbitration, to be held in the Federal Republic of
Germany, in accordance with German law.
Other terms and conditions:
v1.3
Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +18552393415 (toll free in the US) or
+19786462777.
Gratis licenses (referencing $0 in the Total field) are free. Please retain this printable
license for your reference. No payment is required.
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